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Abstract 

Since the start of the age of computers, encryption algorithms have been applied to keep data safe 

from malicious users. These algorithms are usually updated based on the limitations of previous 

algorithms. These limitations are usually exploited by intruders. Since theses algorithms are well 

documented, their internal operation is well known to everyone, thus making it easier to take 

advantage of these limitations. Many researchers1 suggest using a hybrid encryption algorithms 

solution, but the combination of encryption algorithms may affect the performance and it increases 

the computational power required to run it. In addition, there is another threat that rises with the 

developing interest in quantum computing, the development of quantum computers could break a 

couple of known encryption algorithms like AES and RSA. Although it is still far from happening, 

because quantum computer is still in early stages and existing quantum computer are expensive 

and hard to maintain, many researchers started looking into the quantum cryptography field. The 

aim of this research is to apply a hybrid encryption method that combines two encryption 

algorithms namely AES and RSA and focuses on the performance aspect in regards of time 

required for encryption/decryption method, CPU performance during the encryption/decryption 

process and apply attack on the created methods to test security, such brute force attack and known 

plaintext attack, as well as applying a hybrid quantum key distribution solution to hybrid 

encryption method to verify data integrity before encryption process start. Quantum key 

distribution uses the laws of nature to create a unique key. The paper offers three different methods 

of combining two encryption algorithms namely, AES and RSA, these methods were created, 

implemented and tested during this research. As well as an introduction of the use of quantum 

encryption protocol BB84 to the three-hybrid encryption method that is created in this research, 

which are AES/RSA Hybrid, AES/RSA Key and AES/RSA Alter Key. The proposed algorithms 

are tested and validated through a comparison study. The three proposed hybrid encryption offers 

different results in terms of time and security, for example AES/RSA Hybrid offer good security 

but slow decryption time, while AES/RSA Key offers fast encryption/decryption but suffer in the 

security, however, the AES/RSA Alter Key offer good security and fast encryption/decryption 

time. The research also proposed adding quantum protocol BB84 to the created hybrid encryption 

methods proposed in this research and study the effect it will have on the time and CPU usage. 

The result of this paper indicates that hybrid encryption of two algorithms, such as AES and RSA 

could provide better security while maintaining fast encryption/decryption speed, like the invented 

AES/RSA Alter Key method that been implemented in this research. While quantum computers 

are not widely accessible there are still benefits, such as keeping personal data secure, in preparing 

for the post quantum era. 

 

Keywords: AES, RSA, Hybrid encryption, Quantum key distribution  

 

 
1 Liu, Y., Gong, W. and Fan, W., 2018. Application of AES and RSA Hybrid Algorithm in E-mail. 2018 IEEE ICIS 

2018, June 6-8, 2018, Singapore. 
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1.1 Introduction 
Securing and keeping data a secret using cryptography has been a need since ancient times, being 

reported from antiquity, an early example being that of Julius Caesar, who used it to ensure private 

communication within his army. According to (Damico, 2009), that particular cryptographic 

technique is known as the Caesar Shift Cipher. Encryption was achieved by shifting letters by an 

agreed upon number. The receiving party would then decrypt the message by shifting the letters 

back by the same number. This provided the Roman army an important advantage during war.  

The arrival of the computer age has led cryptography to evolve into the protection of computer 

data. According to (Damico, 2009), with the start of the computer age in the 1970s, cryptography 

has been used extensively, especially when transferring data between computers to ensure data 

integrity. Different algorithms were used to achieve perfect integrity levels.  

In the modern world, data encryption could be defined according to (Lord, 2017): “Data 

encryption interprets data into another shape, or code, so that only users with access to a secret 

key or password could read it.” Encrypted data is usually referred to as ciphertext, while 

unencrypted data is known as plaintext. Encryption is one of the most standard and effective data 

security procedures. It is utilized by everyone who uses internet to keep transactions and data safe.  

According to AL Faroog et al. (2015) the main goal of data encryption is to mask data and make 

it inaccessible to unrelated users or damaging attackers. This purpose has led to the creation of 

many types of cryptographic methods such as symmetric key encryption (AES, Blowfish and 

DES), asymmetric (RSA and Diffie-Hellman), hash functions and digital signatures to name a few. 

The need to keep data secure becomes more important with each passing day. According to Kumar, 

Boaddh and Mahawar (2016), security is continuously proven to be a key focus in the 

communication field. Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and Rivest Shamir-Adleman (RSA) 

algorithms are the most common encryption structures capable of ensuring data anonymity and 

validity sent over a protected channel. According to (Singh, 2013), the NIST Computer Security 

Handbook explains computer safety as the preservation provided to an automatic information 

system to obtain the valid aims of conserving the authenticity, obtainability, and privacy of 

information system sources. Security is the instrument by which data and resources are secured 

from accidental or illegal access, alteration, or annihilation. Security in networks is built on 

cryptography, the art of altering letters to ensure its privacy and integrity. 

According to Chen, et al., (2016), a good number of vital communication protocols relies on 

difficulty of certain mathematical complexities such as factorization of large numbers or the 

discrete log problem such as RSA and Diffie-Hellman. The realization that quantum computers 

could be applied to resolve certain problems much faster than normal computers has generated a 

lot of focus towards quantum computing. 

 Recent hardware developments in quantum computing, with increasingly fast processors, have 

made brute force attacks highly effective even on exceptionally complex conventional encryption 

systems (Kobie, 2016). Therefore, there is a need to adapt encryption to this new challenge posed 

by extremely fast hardware, accessible via networks or the cloud. 
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To understand cryptography better, a look into its history is required. This research will present a 

brief summary of the history of cryptography and how it has affected the age of computers. 

1.2 Background 
History of Cryptography and Encryption: According to (Simmons, 2016), there have been 

many examples in history about communicating with encrypted messages, which goes way back. 

In fact, the earliest method of encryption was the simple writing of a letter that most people could 

not read. The very term cryptography originates from is the ancient Greek words Kryptos and 

Graphein, which mean hidden and writing, respectively. The need to send secret encrypted letters 

has been required ever since humans developed societies, began to live in groups, and took the 

idea of civilization seriously.  

According to (Damico, 2009) evidence of cryptography go back as early as 900 B.C.  

 

1900 B.C. The Egyptians: According to (Sidhpurwala, 2014), the first recorded signs of 

cryptography usage were discovered in Egypt in the form of an engraving carved around 1900 BC, 

in the main chamber of the tomb of the nobleman Khnumhotep II. The transcriber applied some 

rare hieroglyphic language here and there instead of normal ones. The reason was not to hide the 

text but possibly to alter its structure in a way which would make it seem distinguished. However, 

the engraving was not a method of hidden writing but joint alteration of the original writing which 

made it the oldest known text to do so. 

The Romans: (Damico, 2009) Julius Caesar used a type of cryptography to deliver top-secret 

letters to his army commanders posted in the battlefield. This swap cipher, recognized as Caesar 

cipher, is possibly the most cited historic cipher in academic literature. In a swap cipher, each letter 

of the normal text is replaced by another letter to produce the encrypted text. The number applied 

by Caesar was a shift by 3 ciphers. Each letter was pushed by 3 spots, so the letter 'A' was swapped 

by 'D' and 'B' was swapped by 'E', and so on. 

Around the mid-1400's: According to (Servos, 2004), Leon Battista Alberti developed an 

encryption method by means of a cipher disk. This was a mechanical device with sliding disks that 

permitted for numerous means of exchange. This is the main idea of a poly alphabetic cipher, 

which was a cryptography technique that changes through many substitution ciphers during the 

encryption. In the 1500's Blaise De Vigenere, followed Alberti's poly footsteps in alphabetic cipher 

style and produced a cipher known as the Vigenere Cipher. The Vigenere Cipher functions 

precisely like the Caesar, but it changes the key during the encryption procedure. The Vigenere 

Cipher applies a grid of letters that provides the replacement technique.  

In early 1917: Throughout the early phases of World War I, according to (Andrews, 2014), British 

cryptographers met a German fixed telegram. This telegram is usually referred to as the 

Zimmerman Telegram. British cryptographers were able to decode the telegram, and in doing so 

the world entered new phase of cryptanalysis. Nearing the end of World War 1, Arthur Scherbius 

created the Enigma, a machine that was applied for encryption and decryption of sensitive 

messages.  The Enigma had numerous rotors and gears probable configurations.  Because of the 

many configurations, the Enigma was nearly impossible to break with brute force approaches.  
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In World War 2 1942: According to (Andrews, 2015), Enigma gained fame.  Because of the 

Enigma's numerical security, Nazi Germany became confident about their capability to encrypt 

sensitive messages. This led to Enigma’s defeat. Along with several German operators’ mistakes, 

Enigma had many weaknesses in its design that the allied cryptographer exploited. The main fault 

was that the substitution algorithm did not allow any letters to be mapped to itself which permitted 

the allies to decipher a huge number of messages sent by Nazi Germany and alter the war outcome.  

With the start of the age of computer: According to (Sidhpurwala, 2014), 1970s cryptography 

has been used to a great extent especially when transferring data between computers to ensure the 

integrity of that said data. The encryption of data was achieved by using different algorithms. 

According to (Shelton and Johnson, 2010), DES was founded on an algorithm established by IBM 

and altered by the National Security Agency (NSA). DES was considered non-breakable in the 

1970s excluding brute force attacks.  

During the fall of 1976: According to (Saranya, Vinothini and Vasumathi, 2014), Ronald Rivest, 

Adi Shamir, and Leonard Adleman, began developing a new method of cryptography as members 

of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Rivest and Shamir were computer scientists at the 

MIT while Adleman was a number theorist at the Institution. In their scheme, Ronald and Adi 

would create ideas while Leonard would try to solve it by cracking them. Leonard succeeded in 

solving them until one night when Ronald created an algorithm that Leonard could not unravel. 

That algorithm is now known as RSA from their names Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman. 

Quantum cryptography was proposed in the 1980s: According to (Cryptography in the 

Quantum Age, 2018), NIST been part of many fields of research regarding quantum cryptography, 

such as creating cryptographic keys by means of streams of single photons, identified as quantum-

key distribution (QKD), and applying these to develop cryptography networks. However, quantum 

cryptography systems were too expensive, and it has been difficult to make them popular and 

practical. 

By the late 1990s: According to (FRANCISCUS, 2018), it was viable to break DES in a few days. 

This was probable because of the small block size (64 bits), key size, and developments in 

computing power. This accomplishment guaranteed the end of DES; but, Triple DES, or DES 

applied three times with changed keys could make it a viable option which turned it into a 168-bit 

key cipher.  

In 1991: According to (WU, 2016), Artur Ekert, a PhD student at Wolfson College, University of 

Oxford, implemented a unique method to quantum key distribution built on peculiar quantum 

correlations recognised as quantum entanglement. Therefore, common public key cryptography 

was endangered by the creation of quantum algorithms and quantum computing, quantum 

cryptography gained more attention. 

1994: Peter Shor made an algorithm intended to run on a future quantum computer that has the 

capability to rapidly break the encryption methods used for banking and other important 

transactions. This quantum algorithm could rapidly factor the huge numbers that are applied to 

transform data into the numbers that make the secret keys. This major finding started a race that 

created a new field according to (Introduction: A New Quantum Revolution, n.d.). 
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In 1997: According to (Sidhpurwala, 2014), NIST again issued a request for the proposal of a 

new block cipher. It received 50 submissions. In 2000, it accepted Rijndael, and christened it as 

AES or the Advanced Encryption Standard. Today, AES is available royalty-free worldwide and is 

approved for use in classified US government information. 

In 2019: IBM revealed its first ever quantum computer intended for commercial usage, The IBM 

Q System One. The company declares it has no intention to sell the device but will instead permit 

clients to carry out quantum calculations over the internet according to (Aron, 2019). 

1.3 Aim and Objectives 
This project aims to design and develop novel encryption schemes that increase the robustness and 

security of their operation, as follows: 

• A novel AES\RSA hybrid encryption technique is developed where AES is used to encrypt 

the RSA private key before it is exchanged with the second party. This adds an extra layer 

of complexity when it comes to ensuring safe private key exchange with minimal overhead 

compared to using either AES or RSA by themselves in a given scenario where encryption 

is needed.  

• The project implements another hybrid method using AES and RSA where RSA will be 

applied to alter AES key and creating a new key that AES will use for encryption. This will 

result in the alteration of ciphertext, and it will add extra security to AES encryption, even 

if part of the key was leaked.  

• The project is designing and developing a set of novel key exchange steps using the BB84 

Quantum encryption technique to enhance the AES and RSA encryption algorithms. This 

improves the privacy of existing AES and RSA algorithms by making use of the implicit 

Heisenberg's uncertainty principles feature of Quantum encryption algorithms. 

The author chose AES because it is the most efficient method for large amount of data encryption 

according to (Agnihotri and Sharma, 2020), while RSA was chosen due to its efficient encryption 

of small amounts of data but not suitable for large text encryption when comparted to symmetric 

encryption, such as the AES according to (Mota et al., 2017). This research uses AES as the main 

encryption algorithm since it focuses on performance while applying RSA to encrypt a small part 

of AES key since RSA has a lower encryption speed. This research aims to create a hybrid 

algorithm while maintaining same performance level when compared to existing encryption 

solutions.  

According to (Cryptography in the Quantum Age, n.d.), quantum cryptography was proposed in 

the 1980s, before Shor suggested his algorithm is capable of breaking encryption. However, 

quantum cryptography systems have been expensive, and it has been challenging to make them 

widespread and practical. Although quantum physics can offer the most essentially secured method 

of encryption, it has been revealed that even cryptography methods built on quantum 

properties can be broken in real-world scenarios. Secure encryption techniques must be prepared 

and when a quantum computer that can run Shor’s algorithm is developed, quantum cryptography 
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machines could help as part of this need, but they might be too impractical to implement on a large 

scale. As A Result, scholars have introduced a new field called post-quantum encryption, that is 

discovering a wide variety of replacements. NIST has been predicting the quantum threat for some 

time now. Scientists are already evolving post-quantum algorithms, in the event that quantum 

computers become a reality. 

To achieve the above-mentioned aims, the following objectives are set: 

 

Objective 1: Investigate state-of-the-art encryption methods, including quantum encryption 

methods of ensuring data privacy in networks, with a view to determine the performance of current 

encryption algorithms.  

Objective 2: Apply a range of cryptographic testing scenarios to the AES and RSA algorithms 

using MATLAB and CrypTool 2 in order to ascertain their complexity at different encryption 

levels. The delay and QoS (Quality of Service) implications at each level will also be examined. 

Objective 3: Design and develop AES/RSA Hybrid algorithm which combines two encryption 

algorithms as well as creating AES/RSA Key by using RSA to enhance the key exchange process 

of AES. A set of use case scenarios for this hybrid encryption technique will also be investigated.  

Objective 4: Design and develop a novel AES/RSA Alter Key algorithm by using RSA to alter 

AES key and create a new unique key in the encryption process. A set of use case scenarios for 

this hybrid encryption technique will also be investigated. 

Objective 5: Design and develop novel encryption key exchange steps by applying Quantum 

encryption techniques to AES and RSA encryption algorithms. A set of use case scenarios for 

these hybrid encryption techniques will also be investigated to improve performance. 

Objective 6: Create several cryptanalysis scenarios to test the robustness of the created encryption 

methods and the time required to break them and the advantages and weaknesses of each method. 

The experiments are designed to evaluate hybrid encryption methods that are created in this 

research, in terms of execution time, CPU performance, security and measure the level of 

randomness by applying avalanche test.   

1.4 Outline 
The presentation of this work in the dissertation is as follows: 

 

Chapter 1: Introduction this chapter introduces the reader to, a brief summary on encryption, 

what is encryption, what is encryption algorithms, what is quantum encryption, a brief history of 

cryptography, how it was applied throughout history and how it made a difference. This chapter 

will also present the reader with the aims and objectives of this project and the contribution and 

knowledge it will have on the field. 

 

Chapter 2: Literature review -- this chapter will dive deep into encryption from its definition to 

the different types of it, explain different encryption techniques and how they are used evaluating 

each one based on researched papers. This chapter will also explain how different encryption 
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algorithms have been companied in the past, the outcome of these hybrid algorithms and, will dive 

into quantum encryption techniques and the how quantum encryption might change the currently 

used encryption methods. Finally, this chapter will talk about cryptanalysis what is it mean and 

some methods of breaking encryptions. 

 

Chapter 3: Research methodology -- this chapter will describe the approach used in this research, 

explain why this typical method was chosen, and explain the metrics in which this research could 

be considered a failure or a success. This chapter also describes, the primary method, secondary 

method, quantitative method, software used in this research. 

 

Chapter 4: Design, implementation and experimental setup -- this chapter explains the 

workflow of each invented method in this research as well as the cryptanalysis experiments. This 

chapter also presents experimental setup for all experiments ran in this research. 

 

Chapter 5: Results and discussion – This chapter presents the outcomes of each experiments as 

well as provide a discussion about what each result mean and compare results to other papers. 

 

Chapter 6: Conclusions -- this chapter summarizes everything in this research, reflects on the 

objectives of this research, how they are met, and will suggest any type of future work needed. 

 

1.5  Key original contributions to knowledge 
The current dissertation brings the following main important original contributions to 

knowledge: 

1. Design and development of a novel AES\RSA hybrid encryption technique where AES is 

used to encrypt the RSA private key before it is exchanged with the 2nd party. This adds an 

extra layer of complexity when it comes to minimal overhead compared to using either 

AES or RSA by themselves in a given scenario where encryption is needed.   

This hybrid method will provide extra layer of complexity while keeping up performance 

in regards of time and CPU usage. Thus, keeping computational usage to a minimum will 

lead to lowering cost and power usage. It supports large size data encryption and permits 

larger key size. 

2. Design and a develop a new Hybrid AES\RSA encryption that uses RSA to alter the enter 

AES key and create a new unique key. This method makes the encryption secure against 

several types of attacks such as, brute force and known plaintext attack, as well as enhance 

security if part of AES key is leaked. Finally, this method creates a high level of 

randomness since changing 1-bit of AES entered key will results in changing the entire 

AES encryption key by RSA algorithm. 

 

3. Design and development of a set of novel key exchange steps using the BB84 Quantum 

Encryption technique to enhance the AES and RSA encryption algorithms. This improves 

the performance of existing AES and RSA algorithms by making use of the implicit 

Heisenberg's uncertainty principle feature of quantum encryption algorithms. 

It maintains the existing performance level of the encryption algorithm while making use 

of the quantum channels for creating quantum key exchange protocol, thus increasing its 

security level. 
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2.1 Introduction 
According to (Hercigonja, Gimnazija and Croatia, 2016), cryptography is a method of altering data 

and can provide security aspects such as confidentiality, data integrity and authentication. It relies 

on two factors, an algorithm, and a key. The algorithm is a mathematical process, and the key is a 

component used for data alteration. These algorithms deliver cryptographic security to the data by 

using encrypting decrypting process.  

According to (Nadeem and Javed, 2017), the main idea of designing any encryption algorithm is 

security. However, for all real-life applications, performance and the cost of implementation are 

highly important. A data encryption algorithm would not be of useful if it is highly secure but lacks 

in performance because it is normal to add encryption algorithms in other applications such as e-

commerce, banking, and online transaction processing applications. That is why performance is 

highly important to make an encryption viable. 

Encryption algorithms have been studied extensively. That is why most professionals know their 

limitation. Many suggest combining two or more algorithms in order to avoid the limitations and 

produce a hybrid encryption. The following is section discusses relevant papers that describe 

hybrid encryptions.  

2.2 Related work 
Many researchers suggested using a hybrid of different algorithms to improve security and enhance 

performance.  

The paper by (Al Hasib and Haque, 2008) presents the many concepts related to cryptography such 

as the different types of encryptions, the need for security to hide information and an explanation 

between symmetric and asymmetric encryption which is mainly the type of key used. This provides 

the reader with a knowledge of the different encryption methods used and how to identify them 

such as, symmetric encryption that uses one secret key, and asymmetric encryption that uses public 

and private keys. This paper states that an encryption algorithm grants the ability to decrypt data 

that could only go back to the original form by applying a key which makes the data readable for 

an authorised person. This helps the reader understand the benefits behind encryption methods. 

Especially when, there is a necessity to share confidential information. Additionally, a key with a 

big number of bits could create a larger number of potential combinations which makes the key 

more difficult to break. This indicates to the reader that large key provides more security while it 

increases overhead. The article explains the concept of symmetric and asymmetric encryption and 

each method has serval algorithms. But it focuses on the commonly used algorithm in each concept 

like AES and RSA. This article is a comparative study between two encryption method (symmetric 

and asymmetric) which highlights each algorithm’s limitation such as RSA with large key that 

could be much slower compared to the AES. The article presents to the reader the fundamental 

mathematics of AES and RSA encryption algorithms with a decryption of the cryptographic 

method that is used in the field of security. This helps the reader understand each encryption 

method and the mathematical complexities behind it. In Addition, it helps the reader understand 

the different stages that each encryption goes through. Moreover, the article highlights the 

advantages and disadvantages that each of the encryption algorithm have against several attack 
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methods such as, brute force, time attack, and mathematical attacks. This paper makes the reader 

aware of what type of attacks each encryption method is vulnerable to. The article endorses the 

use of hybrid encryption as a solution to avoid the limitations of each encryption method. One 

limitation of this paper is that it does not provide any cryptanalysis work but nevertheless it helps 

the readers be aware of the different types of security threats when studying AES and RSA 

encryption 

The paper by (Jintcharadze and Iavich, 2020) highlights the importance of using hybrid encryption 

and provides several hybrid methods such as, AES+RSA, TWOFISH+RSA and AES+ElGamal. 

This paper highlights the flexibility of AES and RSA algorithms and how it could be combined in 

different methods to create a hybrid encryption. The paper emphasises the benefits of using hybrid 

encryptions and provides an extra layer of protection. It also, helps to avoid normal encryption 

limitation especially when combining a symmetric and asymmetric encryption method. This paper 

states and demonstrates that symmetric encryption is faster than asymmetric. It also, recommends 

avoiding the use of public key encryptions to encrypt large text data. The paper points out that 

TWOFISH algorithm is faster than AES and RSA. In addition, it is more efficient as it requires 

less memory. As for the RSA, it is the slowest as the security depends on the key size and providing 

a reliable security large key is required. The only problem with TWOFISH algorithm is that it is 

not NIST standard. The paper aims to provide a hybrid encryption with better performance by 

measuring the speed of the algorithms, memory usage and providing a comparison model for the 

encryption techniques used, the paper executes several comparison tests such as, comparing 

normal AES and TWOFISH, as well as, comparing hybrid models of AES+RSA and 

TWOFISH+RSA. This paper concludes that the hybrid method used for AES+RSA is the most 

reliable in terms of security. However, the testing shows that TWOFISH+RSA hybrid is faster. 

This paper does not provide a cryptanalysis work in regards of testing security as it is relegated to 

future work. This paper demonstrates a good example of how to use hybrid encryption, by taking 

advantages of symmetric encryption properties, such as speed and asymmetric properties, such as 

easy key distribution and what to consider when using these methods.  

Another hybrid encryption using AES and RSA algorithms for email communication is presented 

in the paper by (Liu, Gong and Fan, 2018), highlighting the flexibility of these algorithms that 

could be used for different applications. The paper showcases for its reader how to use hybrid 

encryptions in a real-world scenario by applying it in an email application. The paper notes that 

AES encryption is faster than RSA. The longer the message is, the more time it required to 

encrypt/decrypt it. The encryption process takes less time than the decryption process in both 

algorithms. This indicates that the RSA is mostly suitable for authentication scenarios. The paper 

also mentions that RSA algorithm is not suitable to encrypt a large amount of data due to the large 

key size that will affect the encryption/decryption process. While AES have no problem encrypting 

large amount of data. However, key distribution of the RSA algorithm is easier compared to AES 

since AES has many keys while RSA has a smaller number of keys which make it easier to manage. 

The paper provides scheme of encrypting messages with AES while using RSA to encrypt AES 

keys to provide a safe key distribution. The paper states that, speed is an important factor especially 

in an application such as an email where if it takes large amount of time to encrypt and decrypt 

data the transaction becomes unfeasible. The experiment could use more testing especially from a 
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security point of view, the method only measure time of encryption/decryption and more 

cryptanalysis work is required to stress test the method and find the encryption limitation. The 

author address that the research needs more test in term of security in the future. The author 

mentions problems occurring but did not give a specific reason in details. 

Al Mamun, Mahmood and Amin (2021) provide a hybrid encryption model using AES and RSA 

encryption methods in a cloud environment showcasing the adaptability of AES and RSA 

encryption algorithm and how easy it is to use on different platform. This provides the reader with 

perspective on how a hybrid encryption system could be applied in a scenario where it can store 

encrypted data on cloud. The paper argues that hybrid scheme is necessary to apply multiple keys, 

while AES alone uses a single key makes it prone to malicious attacks. However, this issue is 

solved by using the hybrid scheme which provides three separate keys since it combines an 

asymmetric and symmetric types of encryptions. This showcases how a hybrid system could solve 

limitations that normal encryption faces often. This paper also presents a unique key generation 

method that help avoid redundancy or similar keys. The paper scheme displays a secure hybrid 

encryption method with 1024-bit RSA key and 128-bit AES key, the main advantage of this 

scheme is providing 3 keys. A public key for encryption and a private and secret key for 

decryption. The argument is that the cloud administrator does not have access for decryption keys 

which adds a layer of privacy and authenticity to the user data. Once again, this paper showcases 

how time is an important factor when testing encryption systems. While the approach provided in 

this paper offers a comparative security level, the time it takes to retrieve data from the cloud takes 

longer time with the hybrid method used when compared to AES and RSA separately in the same 

research, which requires this system to undergo various adjustments. 

 

No. Papers Findings Limitations 

1 (Al Hasib and Haque, 2008) • Time is an important factor to 

test encryption. 

• AES is faster than RSA. 

• Key distribution is an issue in 

symmetric encryption, while 

asymmetric solve this issue. 

• RSA large key creates great 

computational overhead. 

• Hybrid encryption is optimal 

to solve AES key distribution 

issue and RSA overhead. 

• No cryptanalysis 

work but provides 

a good insight to 

AES and RSA  

2 (Jintcharadze and Iavich, 

2020) 
• Hybrid encryption could be 

applied to different scenarios 

such as email. 

• The metrics used to test 

encryption are time, size of the 

data and memory 

consumption. 

• Dose not test the 

security of 

encryption. 
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• Hybrid encryption is suggested 

to use the benefits from 

symmetric and asymmetric 

encryption. 

• AES and RSA are NIST 

standers. 

3 (Liu, Gong and Fan, 2018) • Hybrid encryption could be 

applied to different scenarios 

such as email. 

• Hybrid method of symmetric 

and asymmetric encryption is 

recommended.  

• AES is faster than RSA, and 

RSA decryption time take 

more time due to bigger key. 

• Data size play part of time need 

for encryption/decryption 

process. 

• The AES RSA 

hybrid lacks in 

terms of security 

test, it is still at 

simulation stage 

and presented as 

future works. 

4 (Al Mamun, Mahmood and 

Amin, 2021) 
• Hybrid encryption could be 

applied to different scenarios 

such as cloud. 

• Hybrid encryption of AES and 

RSA in recommended. 

• Higher security means longer 

encryption time. 

• Take a long time 

to retrieve data. 

 

Table 1- Summary of findings and limitations of reviewed research paper 

 

 

This previous section reviewed papers on encryption methods. Each paper has uses for different 

algorithms and different methods of data encryption. All the methods have their advantages and 

disadvantages. The methods differ depending on in their performance, time, and key generating. 

This research will produce a hybrid encryption that has a high-performance level.  This next section 

concentrates on modern cryptography and how data is encrypted, as well as, extensive research on 

the current encryption algorithms including, quantum encryption. 

2.3 Modern Cryptography 
According to (Debnath, Chattopadhyay and Dutta, 2017), cryptography is the process of masking 

a message so only the person who is intended to will be able to read it. Modern cryptography is a 

mixture of mathematics, computer science, and electrical engineering. A message transmission via 

cryptography consists of data encryption which alters the data, making it unreadable. The only 

way to reverse encryption process is by using a secret key to decrypt data and return it to its original 

form.  
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The research will present next the modern use of cryptography through encryption algorithms. 

2.3.1 Encryption and Types of Encryptions 
According to (Walker, 2019), encryption as an over-all concept, is the change of data to stop 

unauthorized people from accessing it. The transformed data is called ciphertext, which can be 

simply digital gibberish. The data is unreadable, and the usage is basically impossible without the 

encryption key. An encryption key is an indicator applied to change ciphertext into wanted output. 

Keys are like passwords, but they are virtually impossible to decipher without tons of 

computational resources and decryption experience. According to (Mahmood, 2011) encryption is 

a method to ensure data integrity. According to (Rathidevi, Yaminipriya and Sudha, 2017), modern 

cryptography consists of several methods to encrypt and decrypt data such as symmetric, 

asymmetric and hash function. 

• Symmetric Encryption: According to (Bharadwaj and Chakraverty, 2013) is a modern 

cryptography method in which uses the same key for encryption and decryption. The secret 

key in symmetric method can be applied as a stream cipher or block cipher and they key is 

distrusted before sending the message. Some methods that can be looked at as building 

blocks to create symmetric encryption algorithms include S-box, P-Box and SPN. 

Symmetric encryption consists of several popular algorithms such as AES, DES and 3DES.  

• Asymmetric Encryption: According to (Gaithuru, Bakhtiari and Salleh, 2015) 

asymmetric key algorithms use two key a public key for encryption and a private key for 

decryption. The public key is distributed to anyone on the network since it is needed to 

encrypt the message. While the private key is known only to the recipient and must kept 

secret since it enables the message decryption. In asymmetric method key distribution is 

not an issue unlike symmetric encryption. Asymmetric key algorithms like Elgamal, RSA 

and Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem (ECC) 

• HASH Function: according to (Alkandari, Al-shaikhli and Alahmad, 2013), the word hash 

function has been used in computer science for a while now and it indicates the procedure 

that compresses a string of random size to a string of fixed size. Nevertheless, if it assures 

some extra requirements, then it could be used for encryption protocols and then 

recognized as Cryptographic Hash functions. Cryptographic Hash functions are one of the 

greatest means in the field of cryptography and are applied to realize several securities aims 

like validity and digital signatures. Cryptographic Hash Functions are generally consisting 

of two kinds, Keyed Hash Functions (which commonly uses a secret key), and Un-keyed 

Hash Functions (dose not applies a secret key). The Keyed Hash Functions are known as 

Message Authentication Code. Usually, the term Hash Functions refers to Un-keyed Hash 

Functions. 

The research will present a couple of examples on each encryption algorithm types. 

2.3.2 Asymmetric encryption algorithms 
RSA, according to Garg and Shanna (2014), is an encryption technique invented by Ron Rivest, 

Adi Shamir, and Leonard Adleman in 1977. It is widely recognized as an asymmetric encryption 

algorithm for key exchanges, digital signing, or data encryption. The RSA applies a flexible size 

cipher block and an adjustable key size. It is founded on several concepts such as the block 

encipher scheme. It applies two prime numbers to produce two keys, public and private. These 
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unique keys are then applied to the encryption and decryption processes. The transmitter encrypts 

the information using the recipient’s public key and the recipient then decrypts it using his secret 

key. The RSA encryption process could be broken down into three stages: key generation, 

encryption, and decryption.  

Prime numbers p and q are vital to the RSA encryption algorithm (Steyn, 2012). A prime is a 

number that can only be divided without a remainder by itself and 1. For example, 5 is a prime 

number while 10 is not. These two numbers will play a role in the key generation process of RSA. 

Euler’s totient (ϕ) is the number of elements that have a multiplicative inverse in a set of modulo 

integers. The totient is denoted using the Greek symbol phi ϕ. From 4 above, we can see that the 

totient is just the count of the number of elements that have their gcd with the modulus equal to 1. 

modulus (n) it is generated by multiplying the two chosen prime number (n = p * q) in practice 

these p and q are randomly generated and generally large numbers as the example demonstrates  

p 

121310724392112718973236715316124404284724276337014109256345493123019643730420

85619324197365322416866541017057361365214171711713797974299334871062829803541 

q 

120275242554787488859562207937345121287333878036820754336538999839551798509887

97899869146900809131611153346817050832096022160146366346391812470987105415233 

Next, the public key (e) is a prime number chosen so that it is smaller than φ (n), and coprime to 

φ (n), meaning the two numbers do not share any other aspects apart from 1 < e < φ (n). In practice, 

the public key is normally set at 65537.  

Private Key (d) Because the public key has a gcd of 1 with φ (n), the multiplicative inverse of the 

public key with respect to φ (n), can be efficiently and quickly determined by using the Extended 

Euclidean Algorithm. This multiplicative inverse is the private key.  

e.d = 1 mod φ (n). 

 
For example, according to (Pant, Prakash and Asthana, 2015), we distinguish the following RSA 

Stages: 

a) Key Generation 

1. Choose prime number (p, q) for example (11, 5) 

2. Compute n  

n = p * q 

n = 55 

3. Compute Euler Totient Function (φ) 

φ (n) = (p-1) (q-1) 

φ (n) = 40 

4. Choosing public key e worth 

e = 7 
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5. Calculation of d is required for the decryption step 

d = e ^ -1 mod φ (n) 

d = 23 

 

b) Encryption 

Encryption can be achieved by applying the formula below 

c = m ^ e mod n 

example: encryption of H 

the numerical representation of H equals 7 

c = 7 ^ 7 mod 55 

c = 28 mod 55 

c = 28 

 

c) Decryption 

Decryption can be achieved using the following formula: 

Example decryption 28 

m = c ^ d mod n 

m = 28 ^ 23 mod 55 

m = 7 mod 55 

m = 7 which equal H 

Example 

(p, q) for example (11, 5) and e = 7 

n = p * q 

n = 55 

φ (n) = (p-1) (q-1) 

According to (Karakra and Alsadeh, 2016), RSA encryption is the most commercially used 

algorithm around the world. Several security protocols rely on RSA, for example, Transport Layer 

Security (TLS) protocol, emails, and traffic of the web. Therefore, RSA plays a vital role in internet 

security and any breach of RSA security will jeopardize internet-based applications that relies on 

it. Still, RSA contains a couple of drawbacks. RSA cannot be used to encrypt data on a large-scale 

due to the computationally intensive nature of its operation. Due to RSA impracticality, it takes a 

long time to decrypt large amount of data which is why the use of RSA is limited mostly to 

authentication procedures or key exchange to improve symmetric encryption methods. Moreover, 

RSA is susceptible to a couple of indirect attack methods such as chosen-plaintext attack (CPA) 

and timing attack (TA) because the algorithm is not secure. Additionally, RSA generates a cipher 

text larger than the original message. 

2.3.3 Symmetric encryption algorithms 
DES Algorithm (Data Encryption Standard): According to (Amic et al., 2016), DES is one of 

the earliest modern encryptions established for commercial use. DES was distributed as a U.S. 

Federal Information Processing Standard, FIPS-46 in 1977. It is a symmetric 64-bit data block 

cipher applying a key of 56 bits for encryption and decryption. In DES, the 64-bit data block is 
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distributed into two sides: the left side, and the right side, to be managed individually. In each 

round, a main task activates on the right side of the data via a round sub-key of 48 bits. Throughout 

this procedure, the right side is extended to 48 bits via an Expansion table. This 48-bit outcome is 

then transformed into 32-bit data block. Finally, the left data half with the 32-bit output of the 

function. 

According to (Alani, 2012), it is a symmetric encryption method which imply both sender and 

receiver use a joint key to encrypt or decrypt the data. The issue with this method is that if the key 

is stolen by others the whole conversation is compromised. DES has many advantages, it has been 

around since 1977 and the only affective attack against it is brute force, it is fast in hardware and 

fast in software. However, one of the main problems with the DES is that 56-bit key size is too 

small for today’s standards, and it could run slowly depending on the software in use. With 

technology improving everyday it became relatively easy to breakdown DES with brute force 

attacks, but there is still a way to make use of DES by applying the algorithm 3 times. Triple DES 

to increase encryption level. 

 

Triple DES (Data Encryption Standard): According to (Wu, Jin and Cheng, 2011), DES is 

regarded as the simple module. DES became outdated because of the increase in computational 

power. The key size of the normal DES cipher could be easily broken by brute force attacks. Hence, 

3DES which applies the DES encryption three times in order to delivers a simple technique of 

boosting the key size of DES to defend against such threats. 

According to (Aleisa, 2015), 3DES has some benefits. It is easy to implement and secure but might 

not be entirely protected. 3DES is highly efficient in hardware but not in software. It is standard 

in financial schemes as well as for protecting biometric information in electronic passports. 

However, when dealing with security, 3DES has a flaw. With three separate keys, an overall key 

size of 168 bits is produced, which is the result of adding three 56-bit keys that could face a meet-

in-the-middle attack. Furthermore, another weakness occurs that could offer an opening to a hacker 

to recover a key and decrease the length of it, subsequently decreasing the time required to crack 

the key. According to (Indrayani, Subektiningsih, Ferdiansyah and Satria, 2019), 3DES algorithm 

is most affective in terms of speed, time, However, other symmetric encryption such as AES 

provides better results in terms of security and speed. 

 

Blowfish: Blowfish is a symmetric block cipher that could be applied as a substitution for DES 

(Nie and Zhang, 2009). It generates a variable-length key, from 32 bits to 448 bits. Blowfish was 

implemented in 1993 by Bruce Schneier as a quick and cost-free replacement to encryption 

algorithms at time. Since then, it has been studied significantly, and it is gradually acquiring 

recognition as a solid encryption algorithm. Blowfish is a variable-length key, 64-bit block cipher. 

It contains two sections: a key expansion section and a data- encryption section. Key expansion 

alters a key at its peak of 448 bits into numerous sub key arrays adding 4168 bytes. 

According to (ALabaichi, Ahmad and Mahmod, 2013), Blowfish consist of 16 rounds. Each round 

contains an XOR procedure and a purpose. Each round involves a key expansion and data 
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encryption. Key expansion usually applied to produce initial contents of one array and encryption 

of data that uses a 16 round feiestek network approaches. 

In terms of speed blowfish is faster than DES however blowfish weakness is derived from the 

weak keys, reliability on Blowfish is debatable because of the large number of weak keys (Iavich 

et al., 2019). There has not been a successful attack against blowfish and all the successful attacks 

are due to system error. According to (Nie and Zhang, 2009) blowfish is most suitable for wireless 

network because it transmits small data size packets. According to (Mousa, 2005) The speed of 

blowfish encryption relies on the size of the plaintext and the key size does not affect the speed. 

According to (Kubadia, Idnani and Jain, 2019) AES provides better security than blowfish because 

of the larger block size since AES provide 128 block sizes while blowfish is only 64 block size. 

 

AES: according to Al Hasib and Haque (2008), the AES encryption technique is a repeated 

encipher suggested by Joan Daemen and Vincent Rijmen (Rijndael). The suggested encryption 

could sustain flexible length blocks and flexibly sized keys of 32-bit chunks. Although, not all of 

them are considered appropriate, as only the 128-bit block size and 128, 192- and 256-bits keys 

offer sufficient resilience. The number of encryption rounds depends on the length of key: 10 

rounds for 128 bits key, 12 rounds for 192-bit key, and 14 rounds for 256-bit keys. Both in the 

encryption and decryption procedures, the State array is altered at every round by the function of 

each round that specifies four distinctive byte-oriented alterations. According to Surv, et al., 

(2015), AES stages are as follow: 

 

         AES Stages 

1. Key Expansion 

2. Initial Round 

Add Round Key 

3. Rounds 

Sub Bytes 

Shift Rows 

Mix Columns   These Steps Repeat 

Add Round Key 

4. Final Round 

Sub Bytes 

Shift Rows 

Add Round Key 
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1. According to Usman and Akram (2014) SubBytes transformation: a direct replacement stage 

where every byte is substituted with another byte in accordance with a replacement table (S-box). 

 

                                                                      Table 2- s-box table 

 

 

 

 

Key 

2.Initial 

Round 

3.Rounds 4.Final Round 

Add Round 

Key 

Sub Bytes 

Shift Rows 

Mix 

Columns 

Add Round 

Key 

Sub Bytes 

Shift Rows 

Add Round 

Key 

H23JA23

1.Key 

Expansion 

Plain 

Figure 1- normal AES algorithm workflow 
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2. According to Usman and Akram (2014) ShiftRows transformation: a reversal stage where every 

row of the state is shifted repetitively a specific number of steps. 

• The 1st row does not get altered. 

• The 2nd row gets shifted 1 byte to the left. 

• The 3rd row gets shifted 2 bytes to the left. 

• The 4th row gets shifted 3 bytes to the left. 

 

3. MixColumns: According to (Jonwal and Shingare, 2017), combining procedure which works 

on the columns of the state, connecting the four bytes in every column. This stage is equal to a 

matrix amplification of every column of the states. It uses a fixed matrix to multiply every column 

vector. In this procedure, the bytes are dealt with as polynomials instead of numbers.  

 

4. KeyExpansion: According to (Stallings, 2017), the AES key expansion algorithm receives as an 

input a four-word (16-byte) key and produces a linear array of 44 words (176 bytes). This is enough 

to deliver a four-word round key for the early AddRoundKey stage and each of the 10 rounds of 

the cipher.  

General AES example according to (LAKE, 2020), If the text you are trying to encrypt was “buy 

me some potato chips, please” the first block looks like this 

B M O P 

U E M O 

Y  E T 

 S  A 
Table 3- a block cipher in AES encryption algorithm 

The rest of the message will be on a second block. 

Key expansion takes the original key and expands it to make a new unique key for each round of 

the encryption. These new 128-bit round keys are the result of Rijndael’s key schedule, which is 

basically a simple method to generate new key ciphers. If the initial key was “keys are boring1 

K   I 

E A B N 

Y R O G 

S E R 1 
Table 4- example of AES key 

A new key could look like this 

14 29 1h s5 

h9 9f st 9f 

gt 2h hq 73 

ks dj df hb 
Table 5- example of AES key after expansion 
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Add round key 

B M O P 

U E M O 

Y  E T 

  S  A 

 

XOR of data which could be done since 

these data are binary which could result in 

 

 

 

Substitute bytes  

each byte is substituted from predetermined table 

 

 

 

 

 

Shift rows 

 

 

 

 

 

Mix columns 

The outcome of this mathematical procedure 

 

 

 

 

K   I 

E A B N 

Y R O G 

S E R 1 

Table 6- example of AES XOR data process in add round key stage 

h3 jd zu 7s 

s8 7d 26 2n 

dj 4b 9d 9c 

74 el 2h hg 
Table 7- date after XOR process 

Jb n3 kf n2 

9f jj 1h js 

74 wh 0d 18 

hs 17 D6 px 

Table 8- sub bytes example after substituting bytes from s-box table 

jb n3 kf n2 

jj 1h js 9f 

0d 18 74 wh 

px hs 17 D6 
Table 9- data after shift row process 

ls j4 2n ma 

83 28 ke 9f 

9w xm 3l m4 

5b a9 cj Ps 
Table 10- data after mix columns process 
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The result from the mixed column procedure is taken and added to the first key generated from the 

key expansion stage repeating the add round key procedure with new number. Add round key, sub 

bytes, shift rows and mix columns keep repeating depending on the key size. 

Due to the complexity of the AES algorithm, it is generally considered safe against brute-force 

attacks, but since the algorithm is flexible and could be applied to several applications it may invite 

certain threats (D’souza and Panchal, 2017). The main consideration is the key with a size of 128-

bit could be guessed or attacked depending on the type of network and how it is modified. 

Increasing the key size into 256-bit could lead to more overhead in regards of power consumption 

and time. According to (Kaur, Lamba and Saini, 2021) AES is facing couple of drawbacks such 

as, the nature of cypher attacks is always changing and becoming more aggressive to keep up with 

this specialist always coming up with new methods to improve and counter these attacks. 

Additionally, a couple of attacks could be successful against AES such as side-channel attacks and 

algebraic attacks. A new enhancement to the AES algorithm is required to overcome certain 

limitations. 

According to (Khan et al., 2014) AES encryption algorithm has four modes recommended by NIST 

which are Electronic Codebook (ECB), Cipher Block Chaining (CBC), Cipher Feedback (CFB) 

and Counter (CTR). ECB mode divide plaintext into separate blocks and encrypt each block 

separately. This mode support parallel computing since each block is independent from other. 

According to (Almuhammadi and Al-Hejri, 2017) The main issue with ECB is that similar 

plaintext produces similar ciphertext each time its encrypted which lead to data patters that could 

break the encryption.  

In CBC, on the other hand, the Ciphertext is connected to the previous entry of the plaintext block 

that it is X-ORed with the next plaintext block followed by the encryption process (Khan et al., 

2014). Since CBC is a sequential method, it is not compatible with parallel computing technique. 

According to (Almuhammadi and Al-Hejri, 2017) when encrypting with CBC mode, similar 

plaintext can result in a distinct ciphertext each time it is encrypted. 

CFB is another mode of AES (Khan et al., 2014) in which the ciphertext of the next plaintext block 

are sent back as input of the encryption process to create an output block that is X-ORed with 

plaintext to generate the ciphertext and vice versa. Because of the sequential nature of this mode, 

it is not suited for parcel computing. According to (Almuhammadi and Al-Hejri, 2017) CFB mode 

does not need padding to process a plaintext that has a long length.  

The last mode of AES is the CTR mode which according to (Khan et al., 2014) sends the cipher to 

a set of input blocks, referred to as counters, to create several output blocks that are X-ORed with 

the plaintext to generate the ciphertext. This mode works on different block separately, so it is 

suitable for parallel computing. According (Almuhammadi and Al-Hejri, 2017) there is no data 

integrity offered by the CTR mode. 
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2.3.4 Hash Function Algorithms 
Some of the most popular algorithms of hash functions are SHA-1 and MD5. 

SHA-1 (Secure Hash Algorithm) According to (Fisher, 2015), SHA-1 is one of 

many cryptographic hash functions. SHA-1 is most repeatedly used to authenticate that a file has 

been altered. This is completed by creating a checksum before the file has been transferred, and 

then again once it reaches its destination. The transferred file can be considered genuine only 

if both checksums are matching. According to (Qiong and Jianwu, 2012), SHA-1 is the most used 

hash function right now for cryptographic applications, which is distributed as a Federal 

Information Processing Standard by NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) in 

1995.  

According to (Xiao-hui and Jian-zhi, 2010), Hash function is a significant part of many 

cryptographies’ algorithm. In comparison, the security of SHA-1 is superior to MD. The novel 

version of SHA is called SHA or SHA-0. SHA-1 is the enhanced version of SHA-0. Applying 

SHA-1, a message which is no longer than a bit can be produced a 160-bit message abstract. 

According to (Makkad and Sahu, 2016), Hash function used in security layers of communication 

procedure such as IPSec and SSL. Main request of hash function consists of digital signature, 

Message Authentication Code (MAC) and random number generators. Hash function includes a 

set of procedures that take an input of varying length and generate a fixed length string which is 

named the hash value. It is exceedingly difficult to reverse the procedure to recover the original 

message. There are exceptionally low probabilities to produce similar message digest for two 

different input messages. 

According to (Gradinger and Fub, 2015), SHA-1 has been considered as unreliable for a while, it 

is still in common use. Most of web browsers, as well as some applications still take certificates 

that are signed with SHA-1. Several of the worldwide root certificates also accept it as part of their 

signature algorithm and those are often effective until the late 2020s.  

 

MD5 (Message-Digest Algorithm 5) According to (Xia and Ge, 2010), MD5 is the fifth 

instalment of the message digest algorithm. During August 1992, Ronald L.Rivest presented a 

paper to the IETF (The Internet Engineering Task Force) titled The MD5 Message-Digest 

Algorithm, which explains the scheme of this algorithm. It has been commonly used to confirm 

data integrity in a range of program languages since the 1990s. MD5 was implemented from MD, 

MD2, MD3 and MD4. It could compress any extent of information into a data digest of 128bits. 

This algorithm makes usage of a sequence of non-linear algorithms to do the round procedure, so 

that hackers cannot retrieve the original data. In cryptography, it is believed that such algorithm is 

irreversible, could successfully stop data leak initiated by inverse procedure. Both the concept and 

exercise have decent security. 

According to (Hossain et al., 2012), MD5 algorithm generate a 128-bit hash. After some initial 

processing, MD5 compiles the input message in 512-bit blocks, distributed into 16 32bit sub-

blocks. The outcome of the algorithm is a group of four 32-bit blocks, which concatenate to 

produce a single 128-bit hash value. First, the message is padded so that its size is just 64 bits short 
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of being a multiple of 512. This padding is a lone 1-bit added to the end of the message, trailed by 

as several zeros as are needed.  

According to (Walia and Thapar, 2014), MD5 has been one of the most popular hash algorithms. 

Nevertheless, it has been predicted in that there is a security risk in the algorithm. Moreover, a 

128-bit hash output may not offer appropriate security defence in the near future. 

MD5 has several weaknesses against number of attacks, such as brute force, Rainbow table and 

Christmas attacks (Ali and Farhan, 2020). Researchers suggest using stronger security by altering 

the length of MD5 128-bit algorithm, as an output with different length can accomplish better 

security and performance. MD5 compresses a part of data with basic code and random size into 

128 bits value by hash algorithm, which is named information distract (Ali and Farhan, 2020). 

MD5 algorithm is irreversible and cannot retrieve the original basic code information from 

information abstraction. That is why it is constantly thought to be secure. Nevertheless, some forms 

of threats could be applied to break MD5 like dictionary attack and brute force attack. Dictionary 

attacks apply a list of recognized and common passwords to infiltrate the password. Brute Force 

Attack is a comprehensive technique of searching password from the entire possible password 

space, which requires a mass calculation. Dictionary attack is possible when the password is weak 

while brute force attack is possible when the password is small. Brute force attack guarantee 

breaching the scanned password space, but dictionary attack might fail in many scenarios. Because 

of the computational time of brute force attack, it might apply advanced parallel platforms to 

accelerate the process. That is why MD5 for the encryption of passwords is not entirely secure. 

According to (Hossain et al., 2012), when comparing MD5 to its precursor MD4, MD5 is slower 

and more secure than MD4 because MD5 algorithm applies single constant. Hash algorithms such 

as MD4, MD5 are most commonly used in commercial as well as security applications. 

 

HMAC (Hash-based Message Authentication Code) is usually applied to protect authentication 

and data integrity in information systems (Guo et al., 2015). HMAC is founded on a cryptographic 

hash function, and message processing to be authenticated alongside with a secret key. 

According to (Boppudi, 2011), MAC is the method to transport the message and a secret key with 

the authenticator. The authenticator receives the cipher alongside with the message and key. The 

receiver encrypts the message again and compares it with the received cipher text. The hash 

function is applied to produce the digit. The message and key shared between sender and receiver. 

The sender applies encryptions to the message with his key and send the cipher along with the 

message, the key is also shared by utilizing separate channel. The brute force attacks could alter 

the message. Nevertheless, numerous security papers have proposed this mechanism’s weakness 

to malicious attacks. 

In cryptography, a keyed-hash message authentication code (HMAC) is an explicit structure for 

calculating a message authentication code (MAC) containing a cryptographic hash function in 

combination with a secret cryptographic key (Wang, Su, Huang and Wu, 2004). As with any MAC, 

it might be applied to simultaneously confirm both the data integrity and the verification of a 

message. Any cryptographic hash function, such as MD5 or SHA-1, might be applied in the 
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calculation of an HMAC; the resulting MAC algorithm is called HMAC-MD5 or HMAC-SHA1 

accordingly. The cryptographic strength of the HMAC rest on the cryptographic strength of the 

used hash function, the extent of its hash outcome, and on the size and superiority of the key. 

This segment explores a comparative analysis to various encryption methods with different 

variables such as, block size, key length, rounds required, security, and different threats to them. 

The following table according to (Semwal and Sharma, 2017) shows a comparative analysis 

among several symmetric and asymmetric algorithms to provide a wider prospective and quick 

analysis. From the table it is noted that DES is the least secure encryption algorithm. 

Algorithm Block size 

(Bits) 

Key length 

(Bits) 

Number of 

rounds 

Security 

level 

Threats to 

the 

algorithm 

AES 128 128-256 10-14 Secure Side channel 

Attack 

RSA Not fixed More than 

1024 

No rounds Very high Brute force 

and timing 

attacks 

DES 64 56 16 Not secure Brute force, 

Men in the 

middle attack 

and 

differential 

attacks 

3DES 64 112-168 48 Low Brute force 

and 

differential 

attacks 

Blowfish 64 32-448 16 High Key related 

attacks 
Table 11- comparison between encryption algorithms 

2.3.5 Hybrid Algorithms 
Many researchers suggested using a hybrid of different algorithms to improve security and enhance 

performance.  

AES and RSA: (Singh and Kaur, 2015) suggested, merging the AES and RSA methods in a way 

that the cipher generated by the AES could be used as encrypted data and recommended a new 

method to protect the data on the cloud in a way that the private key used to decrypt the data will 

also be encrypted using the RSA algorithm. This approach is established to protect the data on the 

cloud using two different methods. As the double encryption is provided by the system, if the 

attacker tries to attack the data, then it would be hard to decrypt the data for the attacker. RSA is 

launched after AES in this approach because there is a big advantage of RSA algorithm. If the 

attacker decrypts the data of RSA cipher, then it will give the outcome, but that outcome will not 

be similar from the original data. This method followed 5 steps. Key Generation, Data Encryption, 

Private Key Encryption, Private Key Decryption and Data Decryption. This method is helpful in 

simple data transfer and storing on cloud. Some experimental analysis has been done based on 
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performance, execution time, response time and the CPU performance in VM telemetry view. The 

response time was low, and performance of suggested method is greater than the other two methods 

and it was providing a higher security to the data. The one disadvantage here is the execution time. 

The time given to execute the entire process is higher than the other two methods and more effort 

could be done to lower the execution time.  

 

AES and RSA: (Kumar, Boaddh and Mahawar, 2016), also suggest a similar method, by 

providing an effective and safe cloud computing framework which sustenance security for the 

cloud clients and data control could be obtainable at the cloud user front. The user could use the 

advantage of interring cloud connection with the data security of AES and RSA security 

hybridization which could deliver four key protections. The encryption is offered by the server. 

Then the receiver cloud could access the required file by enabling the four keys. If any harmful 

patterns are recognized before the cloud user read process, then the text identification bit alert the 

cloud user and server for the probable threat. In this method the registered client first selects the 

server from the 4 determined earlier. Space is supervised for all intents and purposes, and it will 

travel the space according to the interest by the client with no meddling. The data then transported 

in the chose server as requested. The data is then available to share to other permitted users in the 

cloud from any four servers. The main advantage of this research is the key control with the user 

side protection. This paper focuses on the attacks on the cloud and how to prevent against it using 

AES and RSA encryption while ignoring performance aspect. 

 

 

 

AES, RSA and SHA-1 

(DV and Chandrashekara, 2016) proposed, combining multiple algorithms namely AES, RSA, 

SHA-1 algorithm for encryption and decryption of data and role-based access control method is 

applied to generate entry according to the role played by client. Also defines the measured method 

for calculating the trust of the client. This method provides the uploading privileges to the client 

when he/she suggested by the admin and owner, when the client surpasses the indicated 

involvement and trust threshold value. This method have dealt with the security problems in 

cryptographic role-based access control schemes for safeguarding data storage in a cloud setting 

and offered an AES, RSA and SHA-1 based secure cloud storage scheme which permits a business 

to upload information safely in a public cloud while organizational data is kept on a private cloud. 

The method also keeps the continuous size of cipher text and decryption key. The computational 

cost essential for encryption and decryption are effective on the user side. This method is beneficial 

in several commercial circumstances as it implements the role-based entry policies based on the 

job requirements in a flexible manner, and delivers a safe data storage in the cloud, enforcing 

cryptographic methods. But these results have many limitations. For example, if the data owners 

and users are large, then it rises the overhead needed to set up the key structure. Additionally, when 

a user’s access authorisation is removed, then all the keys and public values recognised by this 

user need to be altered, which render this system impractical 
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AES, RSA and SHA-1 

(JayantD. et al., 2015), did something similar to the pervious technique by using a hybrid method. 

utilizing RSA and AES algorithms for encryption and decryption of data and role-based access 

control scheme is established to give access regarding the role played by client. Also, calculating 

the trust of the client by using mathematical scheme and offer to the uploading rights to the client 

when he/she recommended by the administrator and owner when users surpass the identified 

experience and trust value. The use of the hybrid method of combing AES and RSA allows client 

to upload data in a secure manner on a public or private cloud this method prove to be useful and 

flexible. This paper focuses mostly on security aspect. 

AES, Blowfish and Twofish 

(Mandeep Kaur, 2016), provides a new hybrid method by using various encryption algorithms 

(AES, Blowfish, Twofish) and examines the performance level of each algorithm. As examined, 

Twofish will provide better performance than blowfish. Because in comparison to Blowfish, 

Twofish is a 128-bit block cipher and uses at most 128bit key. Twofish is much quicker, its key 

setup is as fast as 1.5 encryptions whereas Blowfish is much slower and while setting up a key, 

could take as long as 521 encryptions. Blowfish is not appropriate for smartcards since it needs 

more memory where Twofish is effective for smartcards. Finally, the hybrid of AES and Twofish 

way takes less time to encrypt and decrypt the file as compared to AES and Blowfish and it is more 

secure. 

Diffle-Hellman Key Exchange and TDES algorithms 

 (Verma and Mahajan, 2014), suggested a new hybrid method with two security algorithms like 

Diffle-Hellman Key Exchange and TDES algorithms combined along with RBAC approach so 

that third party cannot get the upload data. The suggested method provided an efficient and secure 

framework to data storage in the cloud setting. The Suggested method structure does not provide 

differences in the signature system. 

 

2.3.6 Quantum Cryptography 
According to Hughes, et al., (n.d.), The first of quantum cryptography research could be linked to 

the research of Wiesner, who suggested that if a lone quantum state could be kept for lengthy 

amount of time they can be applied as counterfeit proof money. Wiesner ultimately published his 

thoughts in 1983 but they were used for academic purposes mainly to demonstrate the 

impossibility of separating a quantum state from the atmosphere for long period of time. On the 

other hand, Bennett and Brassard understood that instead of applying single quantum for data keep 

they can be applied for data communication. BB84 was the first quantum protocol to be published 

in the year 1984. An additional advancement in theoretic quantum cryptography occurred in 1991 

when Ekert suggested that Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) entangled two-particle states could be 

applied to develop a quantum cryptography protocol. Similarly, in 1991, Bennett and collaborators 

established that QKD was possibly real by building a working prototype scheme for the BB84 

protocol, by means of polarized photons. 

According to Ruiz-Alb, et al., (2011), Quantum encryption provides an exclusive method of 

sharing a random order of bits between clients with a security not possible with either public or 
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secret-key classical cryptographic schemes. According to Chen, et al., (2016), research showed 

that quantum computers could be used to solve specific problems faster than normal computers 

which raised great attention towards quantum computing.  According to Chen, et al., (2016), 

Quantum computing has advanced significantly since Shor findings 20 years ago. Grover’s search 

algorithm offers a quadratic speedup on unsorted search difficulties. While such a speedup does 

not reduce cryptographic technologies nothing, it can have the outcome of asking for a larger key 

size, even in the symmetric key case. In the previous years, it was less evident that huge quantum 

computers are an option, many researchers now believe it to be just a substantial engineering 

challenge. Some professionals even forecast that within the next 20 years or so, adequately large 

quantum computers will be constructed to break basically all public key systems currently in use. 

According to O’reilly, et al., (2018), in case of building a large quantum computer, these 

algorithms will be affected. 

According to (National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), 2001), The Advanced 

Encryption Standard (AES) specifies a Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS)-accepted 

encryption algorithm that can be applied to secure electronic information. AES is Accepted by 

Secretary of Commerce and Maintained by Department of Commerce, National Institute of 

Standards and Technology, Information Technology Laboratory (ITL).  According to (Barker, 

2016), The RSA algorithm is accepted for the creation and authentication. Federal Information 

Processing Standards (FIPS) specify limitations on the use of RSA to create digital signatures, 

procedures to create RSA key pairs, and describes the key lengths to be used for security. The RSA 

primitive can be used for key establishment, as well as for the generation and interoperability 

authentication of digital signatures. According to O’reilly, et al., (2018), In past few years, there 

has been a large number of studies regarding quantum computers – machines that uses quantum 

physics principles to solve issues that are hard to do in normal computers. This could lead to the 

re-evaluating of current encryption algorithms.  

 

 

Algorithm Type Purpose Impact 

AES Symmetric Encryption Need a bigger 

key size 

SHA-1, SHA-2 ------------ Hash functions Larger output 

likely needed 

RSA Asymmetric Signatures, key 

establishment 

Not secure 

anymore 

ECDSA, ECDH (Elliptic 

Curve Cryptography) 

Asymmetric Signatures, key exchange Not secure 

anymore 

ECDSA, ECDH (Elliptic 

Curve Cryptography) 

Asymmetric Signatures, key exchange Not secure 

anymore 
                                                   Table 12- algorithms that will be affected by quantum 
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Quantum Protocols 

According to Lopes and Sarwade (2014), quantum protocols depend on two quantum law of 

physics which are Heisenberg Uncertainty Theory and Quantum Entanglement. 

a) Quantum Entanglement 

According to (Haitjema, 2007), quantum entanglement. It is probable for two particles to develop 

and be entangled so that when a certain characteristic is measured in the first particle, the opposite 

side from that state will be detected on the entangled particle immediately. This is right despite the 

length among the entangled particles. It is unlikely, though to guess previous to measurement 

which state will be declared therefore it is impossible to connect via entangled particles without 

deliberating the monitoring over normal channel.  

 

1. E91 protocol 

According to Van Meter and Van Meter (2013), the Ekert structure applies entangled couples of 

photons. These could be generated Uer A, by User B, or by another basis dispersed from both, 

even eavesdropper User C. The photons are shared so that User A and User B end up with up with 

one photon from every couple. The Structure depends on two characteristics of entanglement. 

Firstly, the entangled states are flawlessly connected in a way that if User A and User B both 

measure any polarizations of the particles whether vertical or horizontal, they will continuously 

get an identical response with 100% chance of success. The same is correct if the two users 

measure any other couple of perpendicular polarization. Though the outcomes are totally arbitrary, 

it is not possible for User A to guess if and User B will get horizontal polarization or vertical 

polarization. Secondly any effort for eavesdropping by User C will terminate these connections in 

a technique that User A and User B can notice. 

 

 

2. COW protocol   

According to (Khaleel, 2012), Coherent One-Way protocol (COW protocol) is an emerging 

protocol for Quantum encryption suggested by Nicolas Gisin et al in 2004. A new procedure for 

QKD custom-made to operate with fragile clear pulses at great bit rates. The benefit of this scheme 

is that the system is exploratory straightforward, and it is tolerant to decreased intrusion 

distinguishability and to photon numbers splitting attacks. Thus, concluding in a great 

effectiveness in terms of refined secret bits per qubit. 

b) Heisenberg Uncertainty Theory 

According to Singh, Gupta and Singh (2014) the Heisenberg Uncertainty theory, it is impossible 

to guess the quantum state of any scheme without interfering with that scheme. Therefore, for any 

photon its polarization is unknow until it is measured. This concept plays a vital role in disabling 

the efforts of eavesdroppers in a cryptography scheme founded on quantum bases. 

 

1. SARG04 protocol 

According to Lopes and Sarwade (2014) The SARG04 protocol is created when scientist noted 

that by applying the four states of BB84 with unique data encoding they can create a new scheme 

for a new protocol which could more effective when reduced laser pulses are applied as a substitute 

for single- photon resource. The SARG04 protocol shares similar first stage as BB84. In the second 

stage when User A and User B decide which bits their bases similar, user A does not directly 

declare the bases rather than User A declares a pair of non- perpendicular states one of which User 
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A applies to encode bit. If User B applied the right basis, he will guess the exact state. If User B 

select wrongly, then he will not measure either User A states or will not be able to guess the bit. 

The SARG04 protocol delivers nearly matching security to BB84 in perfect single-photon 

applications. 

 

2. BB92 protocol 

According to Singh, Gupta and Singh (2014) Shortly after BB84 protocol was released, Charles 

Bennett discovered that there was no need to use two orthogonal biases for encoding and decoding. 

Apparently, a single non-orthogonal basis can be applied in its place, without impacting the safety 

of the protocol in opposition to eavesdropping. This method is the concept which BB92 protocol 

based on, which is otherwise like BB84 protocol. The key alteration in BB92 is that just 2 states 

are required rather than the likely 4 polarization states in BB84 protocol.   

 

 
Figure 2- BB92 key states illustration 

  

As illustrated in the figure above, 0 could be measured as 0 degrees in the rectilinear basis and 1 

can be measured by 45 degrees in the diagonal basis. similar the BB84 protocol, User A send to 

User B a string of photons encoded with arbitrarily selected bits but in this method the bits of User 

A control the bases User B. User B still arbitrarily selects a basis to measure but if the basis that 

were selected are wrong, he will measure nothing; a concept in quantum mechanics which is 

recognized as an erasure. User B can just inform User A after every bit User B transmit whether  

he selected it properly. 

 

 

3. BB84 

According to Lydia, Smail and Mohamed (2017), Quantum Cryptography referred to as Quantum 

Key Distribution (QKD) uses the basics laws of quantum physics to guarantee security of the key 

exchange process. For example, the QKD allows two individuals (Alice and Bob) to exchange a 

key using two communication channels, the first is the quantum channel (optic fibre cable or free 

space) and the second is the classical or public channel (the Internet or telephone line). 

According to Singh, Gupta and Singh (2014), QKD offers a method for the distribution of a secure 

key between at least two parties, which they originally share.  

 

 

 

 

 Binary 1, 45° 

Binary 0, 0° 
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The BB84 protocol defined by using photon spin state to send the data. It was initially 

established by Charles Bennett and Gilles Brassard in 1984. 

 

 

Figure 4- illustration of photon spin in bb84 protocol 

 

According to (Pajic, 2013) 

1. User A select arbitrarily both the basis and polarization of every photon and transmit the 

corresponding polarization state to User B.  

2. separately and arbitrarily for every photon, User B selects one of the two bases. Either measures 

in the similar basis as User A and gain a seamlessly correlated outcome or the opposite, User B 

measures in the dissimilar basis than User A and gain an uncorrelated outcome. Occasionally, it 

also occurs that User B does not record anything due to the errors in the communication.  

3. User B gains a string of all received bits, also referred to as raw key.  

Binary 0 

Binary 1 

Binary 0 
Binary 1 

Photon Polarization Diagonal Basis Rectilinear Basis 

(User A 

Sender) 

Plaintext 

(User B 

Receiver) 

Plaintext 

Encryption Algorithm 

Quantum State Generator 

Decryption Algorithm 

Quantum State Detector 

Public Channel 

Quantum Channel 

K

e

Key 
Key 

Figure 3- BB84 protocol workflow 
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4. For every bit, User B declares via the public channel which bases was applied and which photons 

were recorded. Of course, User B does not disclose which outcome he got.  

5. After comparing the chosen bases, User A and User B save only the bits matching to the same 

basis. Because both have arbitrarily selected the basis, they gain correlated and uncorrelated 

outcomes with equal possibility. Thus, around 50 % of the raw key is castoff. This smaller key is 

referred to as sifted key.  

6. User A and User B select at random some of the remaining bits which they remove later to 

inspect the error rate. There are two key reasons why the error rate could vary from the probable 

value: procedural failures in the set-up and a possible eavesdropper. To guarantee a secret key, 

User A and User B must rectify the errors. With the help of this process, they decrease 

eavesdropper knowledge of the key. 

 

This chapter gave the reader a look into existing type of encryption algorithms, summarizes how 

they work, as well as their weaknesses and strengths. The next chapter will explain the approach 

that the author used in this research. 

 

Example according to (Haitjema, 2007), 

 

 

According to (Challagidad and Tuppad, 2016), the reason for selecting hybrid encryption 

algorithms is to overcome the disadvantages of each other algorithms. AES algorithm falls under 

the symmetric key encryption algorithms has the disadvantage of inherent key exchange issue as 

same key is applied for both encryption and decryption procedures. Because the key will be added 

to the text itself. On the other hand, RSA algorithm that falls under the asymmetric key encryption 

algorithms has the disadvantage that it cannot encrypts the larger files without increasing cost. 

Given the issues the research proposed to develop a hybrid AES-RSA-Quatum encryption whose 

methodology for design, implementation and testing is explained in the next chapter.’ 

 

 

A bit 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 

A basis + + X + X X X + 

A polarization         

B basis + X X X + X + + 

B measurement         

Public discussion         

Shared secret key 0  1   0  1 

Table 13- example of BB84 protocol key creation process 
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2.4 Cryptanalysis 
According to (Al-Sabaawi, 2020) cryptanalysis is the method of examining and breaking a coded 

message (ciphertext). Cryptanalysis investigates all the obtainable data about the analysed 

producers. This data could be known knowledge, exists in theory or obtainable by specific 

procedures.  

The next section reviews methods of attacks against AES and RSA encryption algorithms and how 

some attacks are used to either break the ciphertext or break the encryption algorithms by retrieving 

the encryption key. 

Brute force 

According to (Gautam and Jain, 2015) Brute force is a general method for problem solving which 

eliminate all possibilities by trying each one. Brute force systematically checks all the possible 

combinations of keys or passwords until the correct is obtained using serval methods such as 

hashing and message digest. However, the amount of time and power brute force consumes 

depends on the strength of the key or passwords. 

 

Dictionary attack 

According (Saputra and Noranita, 2019) dictionary attack is a type of brute force attack. It applies 

a series of words that is compiled into a dictionary to obtain a plaintext from a specific ciphertext. 

According to (Kyaw, Sioquim and Joseph, 2015) in dictionary attack usually have database of 

words which could be every word in a dictionary, or the list of words could be tailored to target a 

specific individual to try to guess the target password. The efficiency of a dictionary attack depends 

on the number of words it contains. The larger the dictionary the higher the possibility of obtaining 

the target password however, this increases the time it takes to processes and guessing the 

password. 

 

Known Plaintext Attack (KPA) 

According to (Qin, Peng, Meng and He, 2010) known plain text attack is a cryptanalysis method 

where a sample of plaintext and its encrypted version is obtained by the attacker and used to obtain 

more information about the secret keys and code books. It is a viable method of attack because of 

its low resource’s requirement. According to (JIAO et al., 2019) KPA method can threaten an 

encryption system under more general condition when compared to other form of attacks such as 

Chosen Plaintext Attack (CPA) and Ciphertext Only Attack (COA). In CPA the attacker is 

presumed to have access to the plaintext data and they key is recovered by selected pairs of 

plaintext-ciphertext. While, in KPA the pair of plaintext-ciphertext is chosen randomly unlike CPA 

where the attacker could select it. COA method need the least amount of data to crack encryption 

system but it is the hardest among the methods to implement. 

 

Factoring RSA 

Factoring attack tries to retrieve the values of p and q from the private key (Mok and Chuah, 2019). 

This technique relies on factoring the value of n the public key. (Wang, Ma and Gong, 2020) RSA 

method of key generation is a one-way trap function. Because it is difficult of reverse it without 

the key attacking technique usually fail to acquire the key. Furthermore, because there are several 

parameters in the procedure of creating a key, if these parameters not chosen inadequately it could 

lead to a weak application of RSA encryption method. (Chang and Chi, 2009) Because RSA relies 
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on the difficulty of factorization problem, effectively factoring n means the failure of the entire 

RSA scheme. Even thought, in most cases it is not possible to factorize n, the leaking of a small 

bits of the private key could lead to other attacks which lead to the factorization of n. 

 

Shannon Entropy 

According to (Othman, Hassoun and Owayjan, 2015) “in Shannon’s information theory, entropy 

is the measure of uncertainty associated with a random variable”. According to (Cholewa, 2017) 

“There are many interpretations of the Shannon entropy. Such interpretations are known as a 

measure of randomness, uncertainty, information and index diversity”. (Othman, Hassoun and 

Owayjan, 2015) Bits is calculated to measure entropy level. The number of bits of data for one 

character is log2(n), where n equals the number of letters in that plain-text alphabet. For example, 

in English language one letter equal log2(26) which equals 4.7 bits of data. 

 

Avalanche Effect 

According to (Nejad, Sabah and Jam, 2014) the avalanche effect demonstrates the benefits of using 

encryption algorithms. The avalanche effect is noticeable when a small part of the input is changed 

a little it will case a significant change in the output for example in encryption algorithms of a 

small bit of the encryption key is changed it should result in a major change in the ciphertext. 

Avalanche effect = number of bits flipped in ciphertext /number of bits on ciphertext. If the 

encryption does not show the avalanche effect to a significant amount it means that the algorithms 

have a low level of randomness and could help an attacker to predict the input by analyzing the 

output. This could lead to the breaking of the algorithm 

 

 

This chapter focused on modern cryptology, gave an insight on the related work to this research, 

researched into how modern cryptology is used in the form of encryption algorithms and its 

limitations and advantages, the type of encryption algorithms, the use of hybrid encryption to avoid 

certain type of encryption limitations, the use of quantum encryption and how it will effect modern 

cryptology and finally how encryption algorithms could be break by certain attacks and the 

measurement of the effectiveness of encryptions. The next chapter will focus on the methodology 

used in this research. 
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3.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the research methodology that was followed in this study. It provides 

information about the experiments that took place, the environments of the experiments, the 

software used and how they were chosen. The research describes the life cycle of the study and 

the metrics used to measure the success of the experiments, as well as the reasoning behind 

selecting such metrics. This research explains how the design, implementation, and testing of this 

new encryption algorithm technique development is conducted. Finally, the research will discuss 

any ethical issues regarding this research followed by a discussion of the process. 

As identified in the Literature Review chapter, the current encryption methods based on 

AES/RSA/quantum have a number of disadvantages according to (Susarla and Borkar, 2014), AES 

is vulnerable to brute force attacks and also side channel attacks that focus on the run time of the 

algorithm to process the number of steps used in encrypting the data. While RSA is vulnerable to 

side-channel attacks on RSA. With side channel attacks an adversary gets either most significant 

or least significant bits of the secret key. To alleviate these problems the current work proposes to 

develop a hybrid algorithm that combine two encryption algorithms while slightly affecting 

performance level.  

AES is one of the most commonly used encryption algorithms around the world. According to 

(Olekss, 2020), an academic study showed that AES is used to protected half of the world data. 

the study shows that AES is used in a large variety of software, hardware, data broadcast and even 

used by large organizations such as Apple and NASA. Common individuals come across AES 

every day without knowing it. Some routers use AES/WPA2 protocols to encrypt/decrypt data that 

they send and receive. According to (Chernev, 2021) it is not possible to brute force AES 

encryption as it would take years to crack it with brute force and the resource would be too costly. 

However, AES is vulnerable to some side channel attacks. As of 2021 AES is still the most used 

encryption around the globe. AES is flexible and can be applied to both software and hardware, 

offer three type of key sizes and it is defined as standard by NIST. 

According to (Lake, 2021), RSA algorithm is not commonly used to encrypt an entire message 

because of the slow encryption time but it still widely used for digital signature. RSA is one of the 

first encryptions used that paved the road for secure communication. RSA is still being used in 

some web browsers, emails, and communication channels and it could be implemented in 

OpenSSL, cryptlib and some cryptographic libraries. According to (Karki, 2016), AES is secure 

as it depends on factoring large numbers and the use of digital signature keeps it safe. However, 

encryption still have a lot of draw backs such as the key generation process being very slow. It is 

not reliable for text encryption as it is very slow, and it depends on factoring large numbers as the 

key initialized takes two large prime numbers (p and q) which increase the time of encryption 

depending on the size of the prime number. 

Because AES and RSA have their limitations a hybrid encryption could be of use. There are several 

advantages to using the hybrid symmetric and asymmetric method. According to (Deore and 

Chaudhari, 2017), it provides more security than the traditional methods of encryption, it sustains 

data integrity, and it transmits data securely. 

The second part focuses on quantum encryption. According to (NIST Reveals 26 Algorithms 

Advancing to the Post-Quantum Crypto ‘Semifinals’, 2019), quantum computers are still in their 
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early stages, but their proposal which relies on very unique scientific ideas than normal computers 

may render them able of factoring large numbers fairly quick. So post-quantum algorithms need 

to come up with new mathematical tools that could resist both quantum and normal attacks. This 

research also suggests an integrating quantum protocol BB84 to different encryption algorithms. 

When comparing quantum cryptography to classical ways according to (Zhou et al., 2018), the 

main attraction is the guaranteed security, the high discovery of intrusion, and it could be put to 

use to a number of online applications. 

This research aims to answer two questions. What does the effect of merging two encryption 

algorithms have on the performance and security? And what will the effect of adding quantum 

protocol BB84 to normal encryption have on the performance?  

This research will deliver these following encryptions. AES/RSA Hybrid, AES/RSA Key and 

AES/RSA Alter key. These are hybrid algorithms that are designed to improve security and 

maintain time at same level as AES only encryption. This research will also introduce quantum 

protocol BB84 to the hybrid encryption method produced by this research to deliver Quantum-

AES/RSA Hybrid, Quantum-AES/RSA Key and Quantum-AES/RSA Alter Key. These methods 

are designed to study the impact of BB84 protocol on encryption in regards of time. 

3.2 Primary and secondary sources 

According to (Nicolas, 2017), primary research is a procedure of deeply analysing data to answer 

a specific research question. Examples of the primary research method are, interviews, research 

surveys, numerical data, observations, audio, video, and images that are collected by the researcher 

directly rather than being taking from another source. The main advantage of using primary 

research over secondary is the authenticity of the collected data as it is being collected by the 

researcher directly. Primary research can be tailored to a specific approach by the researcher to 

solve a specific problem. Primary research is flexible which means the research has the advantage 

of deciding how to collect the data in a way to get meaningful perception and finally the result of 

a primary research is deemed more reliable in the academic circle. 

The author uses the primary method by applying his own experiment and generating his own 

results. The author chose the MATLAB as a platform in which the experiment will take place. 

Altered the code to suit the experiment’s needs and recorded all the performance parameters. The 

author also, selected CrypTool 2 software to conduct cryptanalysis work. Using CrypTool 2, the 

research managed to apply several methods and scenarios to attempt to break encryption and/or 

expose weaknessesd in the used method. The experimental primary method is this research used 

several steps in order to complete the experiments. Firstly, creating the idea or coming up with the 

hypothesis, the research studied modern encryption subject, the different methods used in modern 

world, the weakness and advantages each encryption provides, the standers approved by NIST, the 

benefits of using hybrid encryption and finally, the quantum era and what it could mean to the 

encryption standers used now. These studies lead the researcher to pursuit a hybrid encryption 

method used the most commonly used encryption algorithm AES and RSA and apply quantum 

protocol BB84 to encryption. Secondly, after coming up with the idea the researcher decided to 

research a way to implement the ideas the research decided to use Matlab, an in depths reason why 
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the researcher used Matlab is in part 3.5 of this research, the researcher recreated the experiments 

on CrypTool 2 to test cryptanalysis work. With the use of CrypTool 2 the research simulated an 

attack on newly created hybrid encryption, designed several scansions where the key is leaked and 

encrypt large amount of data. Thirdly, the researcher analysed the experiments results and explain 

the outcomes. The researcher recorded the outcome of the experiment and visualized it in graphs 

so it would be easy for the reader to understand. Also, the researcher explained the results and 

what they mean in each tested scenario. 

The author displays the results in charts and graphs to make it easy for the readers to understand 

their meaning and impact.  

According to (Nicolas, 2017), secondary research is the approach of reviewing and analysing 

existing research studies to enhance the validity of the research. Examples of Secondary research 

approach consists of secondary sources of data such as, journal articles, published reports, public 

libraries, books, data available on the internet, government publications, and primary research 

result done by an academic in the past. Secondary research is cost and time effective when 

compared to primary research because it uses existing studies and does not require the researcher 

to collect data because it is already available.  

The researcher used secondary method by studying the papers relevant to encryption algorithms. 

The author used authoritative sources that are appropriately peer reviewed to study the subject of 

cryptography. The researcher studied papers that compare and analyse encryption, papers that 

focus on a specific type of encryption, papers that shows the limitation of some encryption method, 

papers that use hybrid encryption, and papers that explain what could happen when quantum 

computers evolve. Each paper was studied with the aims of this research in mind, the drawbacks 

of the used method, if the method was thoroughly explained, the metrics used to measure the 

success, the scenarios of the experiments, and the conclusion of their research. From the secondary 

research that the author used, the researcher decided on developing a hybrid encryption algorithm 

using the AES and RSA algorithms and later on upgrade them to use quantum encryption by 

employing the BB84 quantum protocol. 

3.3 Quantitative method 
This project uses a quantitative research method. According to (Bhandari, 2020), Quantitative 

research is the procedure of gathering and analysing numerical data. It can be used to find patterns, 

averages, make predictions, test causal relationships, and generalize outcomes to broader audience. 

The opposite of this type of research is qualitative research, which include gathering and analysing 

non-numerical data. Quantitative research is commonly used in the natural and social sciences: 

biology, chemistry, psychology, economics, sociology, marketing, etc. Quantitative research 

methods could be used for experimental research. Experimental study can both be used to 

properly exam hypotheses using numbers. In this type of research, the outcomes can be generalized 

to broader audience based on the sampling method used. 

Therefore, for the purposes of this research, the author chose the quantitative approaches because 

quantifiable variables such as finding CPU performance, time, avalanche test and cryptoalnysis 

work, which all are measured tests. So quantitative help the author to find impact by comparing 

results from selected experiments and analysing whether the techniques had positive influence on 

https://www.scribbr.com/methodology/qualitative-research/
https://www.scribbr.com/methodology/hypothesis-testing/
https://www.scribbr.com/methodology/sampling-methods/
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Figure 5- methodology work cycle 

performance, time and randomness of the algorithms. These are all elements, which are easily 

measurable, therefore the quantifiable method was found to be most appropriate for this research. 

This research makes use of a quantitative research method in the sense that there is a numerical 

data or quantitative data produced. A quantitative research method is mainly appropriate for the 

drives of this research, where performance need to be measured for difference type of experiments 

on encryption algorithms. Also, the research makes use of pre-existing implementation of AES, 

RSA and BB84 quantum protocol on Matlab software, the author amended the code to suite the 

chosen experiments, obtaining more data to compare the results of different variables. For this 

study, Matlab was especially useful because the researcher aimed to find the difference in 

performance level among variable encryption techniques. This required the testing of each selected 

encryption algorithm separately, hybrid encryption by applying AES and RSA, Hybrid encryption 

by using RSA to encrypt random part of AES Key and finally applying quantum protocols bb84 

to encrypt the key in each pervious experiment. The author also used CrypTool 2 as it provides 

quantitative data analysis capability in regard to encryption method. Using CrypTool 2, the author 

could measure the time of encryption and decryption for each experiment used in this research as 

well as collect cryptanalysis data in regards of the time required for breaking the encryption 

algorithms using specific attacks and also run different analysis like avalanche effect and Shannon 

entropy. 

The legitimacy and the advantages and disadvantages of the tools used to implement the research 

strategy will be discussed next. 

3.4 Procedural method 
The author follows a method in designing, developing, testing and analysing the results of the 

encryption algorithms. 

The cycle starts with researching algorithms, finding the proper platform to test encryption 

algorithms, designing multiple encryption techniques aimed to improve performance, 

implementing the code into Matlab and finally, testing the algorithm, analysing and recording the 

results to compare the performance of each encryption algorithm.  
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Stage 1 (AES/RSA Hybrid) 

The author started this research by investigating the available encryption algorithms weaknesses 

and strengths. Then the author picked the most popular and commercially used algorithm around 

the globe and investigated them more deeply. During this research the author notes while AES and 

RSA encryption is used widely it still has some limitation such as the AES vulnerabilities against 

specific types of attacks and RSA’s long encryption time. The author decides on a hybrid method 

to fix the encryption algorithm limitation and to keep a consistent level of performance. The author 

researched for a way to implement the encryption algorithm and decided to use the Matlab software 

as a testing environment. AES and RSA encryption has already been implemented on Matlab so 

the author used an already existing code and applied some changes to it to fit the experiment 

details. The author chose two metrics for the experiment which are time and CPU performance. 

The author chose a key size of 128 bit for AES and 1024 bit for RSA since it is the recommended 

standards. The author tested each encryption mainly AES and RSA on its own to test the speed 

and CPU performance of the algorithms. The author’s solution at this stage is to the apply AES 

encryption first and encrypt the ciphertext that AES produces with RSA encryption algorithm and 

finally test the speed and CPU usage to compare it to the AES and RSA encryption when it ran 

separately. When the author reflected on this experiment, it was obvious that it did not achieve the 

required goals and took longer time and used more resources, so a new solution needed and that 

what lead to the second part of the research which is stage2. 

Stage 2 (AES/RSA Key and AES/RSA Alter Key) 

The author looked for another solution that would use hybrid encryptions but kept a consistent 

level of performance. Since the RSA is known for its long encryption time the author decided to 

apply AES encryption first and to break down the AES key into 4 parts and then encrypt a random 

part by using RSA encryption. The author used the same environment for this experiment as stage1 

and tested the time and CPU performance. The author compared performance of AES, RSA, 

AES/RSA Hybrid and AES/RSA Key. The researcher noticed that AES/RSA Key has a much 

better performance in regards of time and CPU usage and could be a viable option.  The author 

decided to implement a cryptanalysis work. The author started searching for a software to easily 

implement attacks against the used methods. After searching, the author found CrypTool 2 which 

helped with easily recreate the experiments in this research as well as apply different attacks and 

analysis method to the experiment at hand. Using CrypTool 2 and understanding the encryption 

better after applying cryptanalysis work 2 the author managed to create a new type of hybrid 

encryption using AES and RSA. This new method used AES encryption with 128-bit key, the key 

then get altered by RSA algorithm and create a new ciphertext in which that new ciphertext in used 

as a new altered key for AES encryption. In this method even if part of AES key is leaked the 

encryption still provide good security levels. However, a new threat emerges as quantum 

computing could threaten the typical encryption method used at the moment. Although, a powerful 

quantum computer that could break encryption has not been developed yet it is worth it to prepare 

for quantum era and that is what stage3 of this research is focused on. 
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Stage 3 (Quantum) 

The author needed to investigate quantum computing and how it could be applied to encryption. 

The author researched quantum computing and its many protocols. The author decided to use 

BB84 quantum encryption protocol in this research. BB84 is a well-defined quantum encryption 

protocol and is commonly used in research. The author needed to search for a way to integrate the 

BB84 protocol into the research to produce an encryption for post quantum period. The user 

applied Matlab to simulate BB84 quantum protocol, the author believes it is not ideal but the lack 

of access to a quantum computer the user decided to simulate BB84 protocol on Matlab. The author 

used BB84 protocol and applied it to the key exchange in every experiment that have been done 

so far which are, AES encryption, RSA encryption, AES RSA hybrid, and the AES RSA hybrid 

key. The author tested the results of each quantum encryption algorithm in regards of time and cpu 

performance and compared it to its non-quantum counterpart. The author recorded all the results 

and noticed that adding quantum protocol did not affect the performance that much and relativity 

kept it at the same level. The author believes that quantum encryption is the future, and the world 

needs to be prepared for when quantum computers will be able to crack normal encryption. 

 

3.5 Software Used 
After extensive research, the author used Matlab software as test environment to test different 

algorithms and record results. According to (A Brief History of MATLAB, n.d.), Matlab is a well-

known software which the early version of it in 1979 was developed as a matrix calculator. After 

establishing its usefulness, a commercial version had been generated in 1983. it has been updated 

ever since and improved to reach its current version. Matlab advantages comes from its ability to 

develop and test algorithms easily, implement computational code, use large data bases, and wide 

visual analysis and graphic interface. One of the most important features that Matlab provides is 

toolboxes which is a package of Matlab files that could be shared with others. These files could 

contain data, apps or code which other could easily install. 

The author believes that Matlab was best suited for this experiment rather than software like 

OPNET, NS-2 and NS-3, due to its versatility and availability. According to (Xie, Li and Gao, 

2019), OPNET is a good software especially in complex network schemes. OPNET is flexible and 

contains many network simulations models. It supports C++ language which is relatively easy to 

use. However, OPNET is a commercial software and does not have an open-source code which 

makes it less flexible. The number of users is limited since the software is expensive and 

appropriate for network research. 

According to (Rampf, 2013), NS3 is a discrete-event network simulator. It is an open-source 

simulation tool. It been released in 2008 and proved to be very useful in network simulation. 

Despite the lack of graphical user interface, it has been considered as an easy tool to use. NS3 is 

made for Linux but it is possible to run it on windows. It was created to replace the old version 

NS2 which was developed in the mid-90s. NS3 is a reliable tool but it has its limitations. It is a 

community-based models which is reliable to a certain point but also but it at a disadvantage at the 

same time. The non-commercial model results in a larger number of users and an active community 
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that keeps it continuously active and helps improve it but also there are no reliable customer 

support and a lack of official patches for bug fixes. 

Matlab offers a couple of advantages according to (Agarwal, 2017), it has a large number of built-

in function and toolbox, easy to learn and simple syntax, provides an immediate algorithm test 

environment without recompletion, the analysis of data is fairly easy, and every data is stored in a 

matrices form. 

The author also, used AIDA64 software in order to test the stress level that each encryption 

algorithm put on the system while it is encrypting/decrypting messages. AIDA64 according to 

(AIDA64 User manual | AIDA64, n.d.), is a system information diagnostic and auditing software, 

it is an industry leading software in information and analysis solutions for person computers. It 

offers deep computer analysis, benchmark designer for the new technologies, and advanced 

hardware monitoring and diagnostic. AIDA64 is window tool which collect all the information 

about user hardware and network from window client. It allows user to monitor any changes in 

hardware and software.  

Cryptool 2 is another software used to simulate the encryption and to do cryptanalysis work. 

According to (Bruce and Lee, 2014) Cryptool 2 is a newer version of Cryptool 1, a well-known 

software for learning cryptography and cryptanalysis. Cryptool 2 is a good tool for visual 

programming with easy-to-use graphical user interface (GUI). The experiments can be easily 

visualized, changed, manipulated and create a unique interaction with cryptographic methods. 

Cryptool 2 offers serval cryptanalysis components to examine or break ciphers whether it was 

classical encryption method like Cesar cipher or modern method like AES and RSA algorithms. 

According to (Brinkmann, 2014) Cryptool 2 let the user experience encryption at first hand. 

Cryptool 2 is an open-source free software for windows but there is also another version for cross 

platform called JCryptool. It also, provides examples of modern and classical ciphers and with 

each example it offers a brief explanation. CrypTool 2 also, offers a workflow to visualized and 

tests ciphers and it is easy as dragging and dropping components to work area. CrypTool is a 

powerful software that allow the user to combine components on the same screen. According to 

(Loussios, 2014) CrypTool 2 offers several advantages such as, it is free, constantly being 

reviewed and updated, it is easy to install, no need for any special equipment, it is easy to use, 

offers lots of information and contain all sort of cryptography methods. 

 

3.6 Metrics 
For the purposes of this research, the writer has decided to use a combination of two metrics (time 

and cpu performance). Time will be measured using built-in Matlab feature called Matlab profiler 

while cpu performance will measured using external software called AIDA-64. 

Time was chosen for this research since it is a reliable and quick method to test the efficiency of 

the encryption method. According to (Paterson and Quaglia, n.d.), time has continuously played a 

vital role in communication. Data can become unusable after a certain point; sensitive data may 
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not be launched before a specific time or enable access to information for only a limited period. 

This is especially important when it comes to large projects, with numerous sensitive data. 

According to (Stallings, 2010), the standards applied by NIST to evaluate AES encryption were 

security and cost. The cost split into two categories which are computational efficiency which 

refers to the speed of the encryption and the memory needed to apply algorithm. 

According to (Profile Your Code to Improve Performance- MATLAB & Simulink, n.d.), 

Profiling is a method to estimate the time it takes to run a code and classify where 

MATLAB applies the most time. After identifying which function are taking the most time, the 

researcher could evaluate them for possible performance enhancements. Profiling could determine 

which lines of code do not work. Knowing which line of code is not functioning is helpful when 

designing tests for code. This study applied Matlab profiler to effectively measure the 

encryption/decryption time. A general disadvantage when using Matlab profiler according to 

(Profile execution time for functions - MATLAB profile, n.d.), is that if the profiled code applies 

indirect recursion, the MATLAB Profiler might return imprecise outcomes. If the recursion is a 

single function calling itself, then the Profiler returns the total time for the non-recursive calls to 

the function. Time also calculated in CrypTool 2 by examining the produced log, which lets the 

user know when the encryption is done. Also, time required to break the encryption was also 

measured using CryTool 2 and different scenarios where bits of the secret key is leaked. The time 

it takes to perform a brute force attack and the time of the encryption and decryption processes 

have also been measured and recorded. 

In order to cover more abstract aspects of the research, the author chose to measure different 

aspects of the CPU, which were applied by using AIDA64 software. According to (Norris, 2012), 

AIDA64 is presented Microsoft Management Console-style with a single window consisting of 

two sections of programmed commands and data. The left section lists the available tools and the 

right section shows the results of each process. The majority of these information break down 

device’s subsystems by hardware module or software component and gives access to extensive 

details such as, how many reboots have been performed since the computer went live. One notable 

disadvantage there is no way to measure 3D performance. 

According to (Koutsovasilis et al., 2020), CPU can be run normally at a voltage higher that its 

limits, the purpose of these limitations is to account for process variability and stress conditions. 

In a worst-case scenario, if the voltage were excessively high, it could result in power dissipation 

which decreases performance. Nonetheless, modern CPUs are designed for the highest workload 

possible (Rotem and Ginosar, 2009). However, most CPUs comes with restriction based on the 

heat it produces. High workload has a direct impact on the processing power consumed by the 

CPU and high processing power can lead to CPU heating. According to (Harding, 2018) CPU 

clock is an indicator on how fast the data can be processed by the CPU which impacts the 

performance of normal tasks running on a computer. CPU performance is important since it has 

an impact of power consumption and speed. 

The author used CrypTool to simulate cryptanalysis work against the invented algorithms to test 

security against brute force and plaintext attacks in several scenarios where the key is partially 

leaked. According to (CANNIÈRE, BIRYUKOV and PRENEEL, 2006), cryptanalysis is part of 
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modern cryptology which examined algorithms weakness and how to break it. While this may 

sound unproductive, it is a vital stage in the stage in algorithms security design in order to create 

a stronger cipher.  

Another metric used by the researcher is the avalanche effect test. Avalanche effect is a test used 

to measure the randomness of the encryption (Assafli and Hashim, 2020) and has been simulated 

in CrypTool 2 software. It calculates the changes in bit of the output if a change in bits a occurred 

in the input. Meaning, it evaluates the output by measuring how many bits are flipped if one bit is 

flipped in the input. In a good implements of an encryption algorithms, a tiny alteration to the input 

plaintext or secret key should produce a major change in the ciphertext. If an encryption fails to 

meet the avalanche effect to a specific degree, then it is generating a weak randomization and the 

plaintext can be guessed depending only on the ciphertext. The Strict Avalanche Criterion (SAC), 

which is the acceptable avalanche effect where the ciphertext bits are 50% flipped with single bits 

changed to the secret key or plaintext. 

The author tested named algorithms (AES, RSA, AES/RSA Hybrid, AES/RSA Key, QAES, 

QRSA, QAES/RSA Hybrid, QAES/RSA Key) based on their performance. Performance test is 

designed to measure the speed, response time, reliability, resource usage, and stability. The author 

relies on the following steps in order to perform the test. 

1. Recognise testing environment: the author identifies software, hardware, network 

specification and challenges 

2. Recognise metrics: the author identifies metrics such as time and CPU performance. 

3. Design test: plan multiple scenarios such as different test data. 

4. Configure test environment: prepare the tools needed in order to monitor tests. 

5. Develop test: implementing the tests. 

6. Perform test: execution and recording of tests. 

7. Analyse and record test data: analyse data and generate reports. 

3.7 Analysis 
The analysis of the experiments results took place via graphical representation of the experiments 

finding. Because of the quantitative research approach of the study, the author used Microsoft 

Excel to statistically represent the findings, that way it makes it easy for the reader to follow the 

results. The results of the experiment were also analyzed to find the difference in time and CPU 

performances for each of the selected algorithms as well as test security by doing brute force and 

known plaintext attacks. The results from the experiment were presented in the format of bar charts 

and results tables. The researcher will compare results against other research papers in the field. 

3.8 Limitations  
This paragraph will focus on the scope and limitation of the research. Scope is the author’s choice 

in what to include in this study while the limitation is the constraints that are outside the of the 

author’s control. 

The author decided to base the research only on the most popular and commercially used 

encryption algorithms, namely AES and RSA. While other hybrid algorithms could be providing 
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solutions, the author believes that the AES’s speed and the RSA’s security are enough to provide 

adequate security and performance.  

With respect to the quantum part of this research, the main limitation the author faced was the lack 

of access to a quantum computer. Quantum computing is a new field, and each device has 

prohibitive cost. As such, it is difficult at the time of this research to get adequate access to such a 

machine. All the experiments around the quantum BB84 protocol were simulated by using a 

traditional computer. 

3.9 Conclusion 
This chapter described the method that the author used in this research. It described the sources 

the author applied such as primary and secondary, the type of method used mainly quantitative, it 

describes the procedure and the life cycle of this research, metrics used to measure the 

experiment’s success and the limitations of this research. This research will compare the results 

with other research papers to demonstrate the benefits of the proposed hybrid encryption methods. 

Even with the limitations facing the quantum part of this research, it is still beneficial to understand 

quantum encryption and how it would impact the world in the future. 

The next chapter will describe in detail the experiments and how they were set up. 
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This chapter will cover AES and RSA encryption simulation, the simulation of hybrid AES/RSA 

and how quantum protocol BB84 was applied to enhance key exchange procedure. 

4.1 The developed AES/RSA Hybrid encryption technique 
The suggested encryption technique offers security by combining two standard encryption 

techniques, namely the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and the Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, 

and Leonard Adlema (RSA). The data is transported with AES and RSA and the plain text is 

altered by both. This is the simplest method of combing two encryption algorithms and it is running 

two encryption algorithms in succession. It offers a three-key security feature. When the algorithm 

is used, the following steps will be applied: 

Step 1: Plain text sample is entered as a message to be encrypted. 

Step 2: The key is generated with a size of 128 bit then its key expansion stage is applied to create 

a unique key for every round in the encryption. Since the key size is 128 that mean the encryption 

will go through 10 rounds.  

Step 3: The encryption process of AES will start as explained in chapter 2 and will produce a 

ciphertext. That ciphertext will be sent to RSA encryption as a message to be encrypted. 

Step 4: RSA will generate two keys of public and private of size 2048 bit. RSA will use the public 

key to encrypt the ciphertext sent by AES and go through RSA encryption process as explained in 

chapter 2. 

Step 5: The end results will be a ciphertext that been encrypted twice firstly by AES and then by 

RSA. 

Step 6: The decryption stage follows the same process backwards. Which mean RSA will use 

launch the private key first to decrypt the generated ciphertext and send it to AES to be decrypted 

by AES secret key to return the plaintext that was entered. 
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Figure 6- AES/RSA hybrid algorithm encryption workflow 
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4.2 The developed AES/RSA Key encryption technique 
The suggested method offers speed and privacy by using normal AES encryption to 

encrypt/decrypt data. RSA will be deployed to encrypt random part of AES Key. AES key will be 

broken into 4 chunks. A random chunk will be selected and send to RSA to encrypt it. AES will 

not be able to decrypt the cipher text unless RSA decrypt the key first. This method dose not 

encrypt whole AES key because that mean if you broke RSA you will gain access to AES key 

which makes AES useless by encrypting small part of AES key even if RSA is broken the attacker 

will have useless number. Due to the randomness the attacker will not know where these number 

fit in the original key. This method applies the following steps: 

Step 1: Plain text sample is entered as a message to be encrypted. 

Step 2: AES key of size 128 bit is generated and used to encrypt the entered plaintext. The 

encryption process will follow normal AES encryption procedure and produces ciphertext.  

Step 3: The AES key will be broken down into four parts. One part will be selected and sent to 

RSA as message to be encrypted. 

Step 4: RSA generates two keys public and private of size 2048 bit. The public key will be used 

to encrypt the part of AES key that been sent. 

Step 5: After they AES key part been encrypted it will be sent back to be combined with the rest 

of AES key producing a new key that will be used for decryption process. 

Step 6: As for decryption process, the new produce AES key will be entered. The part that been 

encrypted with RSA will be sent back to RSA and will be decrypted using RSA private key. After 

that the decrypted key part will be combined with the rest of AES key and will be sent back to 

AES to decrypt the ciphertext. The end results should be the original plaintext message that has 

been entered. 
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4.3 The developed AES-RSA Alter key encryption technique 
The following experiment uses two encryption algorithms namely AES and RSA. It offers extra 

level of complexity to AES encryption using RSA and works as follow, AES private key as whole 

will be encrypted using RSA algorithms. Using RSA, a new AES private key will be produced, 

that key then will be sent back to AES to encrypt the plaintext and run AES stander encryption 

steps. In that case even if the attacker has managed to get a hold of part of AES key and some 

plaintext, he will not be able to deduce the rest of the key. The method follows these steps. 

Step 1: Plaintext is entered as a message to be encrypted. 

Step 2: A private AES key is generated with a size of 128 bit.  

Step 3: Before AES key is used to encrypt the entered message, it will be sent to RSA. Public and 

private RSA key is generated of size 2048 bit. Public RSA key will be used to encrypt AES key. 

Step 4: After RSA encryption is now the encryption will produce a new ciphertext. This ciphertext 

will be used an AES secret key. 

Step 5: AES will take the new produced secret key and continue to encrypt the plaintext message 

by following AES procedures. 

Step 6: The decryption stage follows the same process backwards. This means the secret key of 

AES will be entered. That key will send to RSA to be encrypted by RSA of 2048 keys that already 

been generated in the encryption process. The AES key is encrypted by RSA public key and sent 

back to AES to decrypt the ciphertext. The end result should be the same entered plaintext. As 

long as the user uses the same key for RSA in the encryption and decryption process the method 

will produce the same AES key for encryption and decryption process. 
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4.3 The developed Quantum-AES, Quantum-RSA, Quantum-AES\RSA 

Hybrid and Quantum-AES\RSA Hybrid Key 

The suggested encryption technique offers privacy in post-quantum era by securing the key 

exchange process for each of the mention algorithm. The BB84 will launch first to create a unique 

key using quantum channels. Due to the quantum characteristics any eavesdropper could be 

detected. If there is any eavesdropper, the encryption will stop and start another key generation 

process. The BB84 protocol will be applied to the hybrid encryption schemes that been introduced 

in this research to study the impact of such method. The BB84 protocol will be used to guaranty 

the integrity of the communication and follow these steps:  

 

 

Figure 9- enhancing normal encryption key exchange with BB84 protocol 

Step 1: BB84 will be launched and create a unique key between the two users. 

Step 2: If there is a sign of eavesdrop the interaction will be cancelled, and the users will have to 

try again 

Step 3: If there was no sign of eavesdrop, it means the channel is clear and the normal encryption 

structure can proceed. Where, a plaintext entered by user A and then encrypted and send to user B 

as a ciphertext to be decrypted. 

BB84 was simulated in CrypTool 2 using visualisation programming and CrypTool components. 

BB84 was simulated in Matlab also, using the following method. 

Simulation of BB84 protocol using Matlab Toolkit 

a) Initialization 

1- define global variables in the toolkit namespace. 

global qit;  

According to (Uk.mathworks.com, n.d.) Any function in MATLAB has its own local variables 

separate from other functions by declaring a global variable it could share under any function. 

 

2- Define Pauli matrices 

qit.I   = eye(2); 

qit.sx = [0 1; 1 0]; 

qit.sy = [0 -1i; 1i 0]; 

qit.sz = [1 0; 0 -1]; 
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3- Define easy Hadamard matrices 

qit.H = [1 1; 1 -1]/sqrt(2); 

Hadamard put the state in superposition 

 

b) Simulate BB84 protocol with n qubits transferred 

 

1- Alice generates two random bit vectors. 

bits_A   = rand(1, n) > 0.5; 

basis_A = rand(1, n) > 0.5; 

 

2- Bob generates one random bit vector 

basis_B = rand(1, n) > 0.5; 

 

3- User A transmits a sequence of qubits to User B using a quantum channel. For every qubit, 

she randomly chooses a basis (computational or diagonal).and randomly prepares the qubit 

in either the |0> or the |1> state in that basis. 

 

U_PROPAGATE function 

if bits_A(k), q = u_propagate(q, sx); end 

            if basis_A(k), q = u_propagate(q, H); end 

U_PROPAGATE Propagate the state a finite step in time using a propagator. Propagates 

the states using the propagator P, which is either a unitary Hilbert space propagator or a 

Liouville space propagator. Returns the resulting state. 

This function returns a logical series of logical values either 0 or 1. 

 

4-  User B choice of basis.  

if basis_B(k), q = u_propagate(q, H); end 

Same thing bob get random logical values of 0 and 1. 

 

5- User B measures in the basis he has chosen and discards the qubit. 

[p, res] = measure(q); 

 

Measure function 

Performs a quantum measurement on the states. [p, res] = measure(...) additionally returns 

the index of the result of the measurement, res, chosen at random following the probability 

distribution p 

 

6- Now User B announces on a public classical channel that he has received all the qubits. 

User A and User B then reveal the bases they used. Whenever the bases happen to match 

(about 1/2 of the time on the average), they both add their corresponding bit to their 

personal key. The two keys should be identical unless there has been an eavesdropper. 

match = not (xor(basis_A, basis_B)); 
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7- User A and User B then sacrifice k bits of their shared key to compare them publicly. If a 

nonmatching bit is found, the reason is either an eavesdropper or a noisy channel. 

4.4 Cryptanalysis work 
All cryptanalysis work was tested using CrypTool 2. The following section will discuss the attacks 

simulated against the encryption method created. 

 

Brute force attack 

CrypTool 2 was used to simulate brute force attack against encryption. Brute force attack was 

simulated against these algorithms AES/RSA hybrid, AES/RSA key and AES/RSA Alter key. 

Brute force simulation is as follows, first the plain text is encrypted with one of the hybrid methods, 

second the encryption will produce a ciphertext, this ciphertext is analysed using CryTool 2 

component named KeySearcher, the KeySearcher tries number of possible key combinations to 

decrypt the ciphertext. The KeySearcher retrieve the best 10 outcomes with the lowest Shannon 

entropy, since natural language has low entropy level. The experiments first executed with 

presumption that the AES secret key is leaked except for one byte is still unknown, after the key 

was retrieve the same thing has been done but with two bytes of the key missing, then with three 

bytes until it became unviable to brute force the encryption. The KeySearcher record the time it 

took to break the encryption and, in some cases, estimates the time it would need to break it.  

 

Known Plaintext Attack (KPA) 

CrypTool 2 used to simulate KPA attack against encryption. The algorithms tested against KPA 

are AES/RSA hybrid, AES/RSA key and AES/RSA Alter key. The method follows the same steps 

as the brute force attack by generating ciphertext and sending it to the KeySearcher components 

of CrypTool 2 but this time instead of analysing the key based on entropy its analyses it based on 

plaintext that the researcher feed to the KeySearcher components. In this method it is assumed that 

the plaintext in known to the attacker and based on that the encryption is analysed to retrieve the 

secret key and break the encryption. The KPA method that was applied in this research assume 

that the attacker knows part of the plaintext, as for the key, the same thing as the brute force method 

it is assumed that AES key is leaked with one byte is still unknown to the attacker, then two, then 

three until it become unviable to retrieve AES secret key. Time to break the encryption is receored 

used KeySearcher features. 

 

Avalanche Test 

Using CrypTool 2 avalanche test was simulated. The avalanche test was simulated for the 

following experiments AES, AES/RSA Hybrid, AES/RSA Key and AES/RSA Alter key. They 

were simulated as follow, a plaintext message is entered and encrypted with one of the mentioned 

encryption methods. The encryption gets connected to Avalanche Visualization components, using 

that component the research is able to change a bit of the AES key. Then Avalanche Visualization 

provide a summary of the bits flipped in each part of 10 round of the encryption. The results were 

documented and compared against each other. 
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4.5 Experimental results and metrics using Matlab 
This section provides insight into how AES and RSA were experiments were applied and 

evaluated. The following is the experimental setup for AES/RSA hybrid encryption and AES/RSA 

key. 

 Experimental Setup 1- AES/RSA Hybrid and AES/RSA Key simulated in Matlab 

1. AES and RSA experiment ran using pre-existing code altered to suit the experiment. 

2. AES and RSA were tested separately at first to create a benchmark test. 

3. The pre-existing code were altered twice. Firstly, to create the AES/RSA hybrid and secondly, 

to create the AES/RSA key. 

4. The experiments ran as follows: the plaintext message is entered then it will be encrypted and 

immediately decrypted. The performance and time were measured for the process as a whole. 

5. They key sizes of the algorithms used is 128-bit key for AES and 2048-bit key for RSA. 

6. The experiment was run using MATLAB software. 

7. The experiments used 3 different sizes of plaintext to be encrypted and decrypted. The plaintext 

sizes used are 16-byte, 500-byte and 1-kilobyte. 

8. The results of the experiments were compared against each other to be analysed. The results 

then were documented and presented in the form of graphs to make it visually easy for the 

reader to follow. 

9. All experiment run under the same circumstances to ensure the validity of the results. 

10. The experiments were run on a computer with the following specification: 

 

Experimental Setup 2 - Quantum AES/RSA Hybrid and Quantum AES/RSA Key 

simulated in Matlab 

The following is experimental setup for introducing BB84 quantum protocol for AES/RSA hybrid 

and AES/RSA key. The experimental setup 2 follows the same points of experiments setup 1 from 

point 5 to 10 with the additional points. 

• The BB84 protocol was simulated using pre-existing code on Matlab software. 

• The BB84 protocol were added to AES/RSA hybrid and AES/RSA key methods. 

• The experiments ran as follows: the BB84 protocol is launched first if there is no eavesdropper 

the encryption process start the messaged is entered then it will be encrypted then immediately 

decrypted and the time and performance were measured through this whole process. 

• A comparison between each algorithm and its Quantum counterpart to measure the effect of 

BB84 on time and performance. 

 

Metrics  

This section will explain what metrics used in this research, how these metrics were measured, and 

which software used to measure them. 

1. Time was estimated using profile summary. MATLAB profiler according to 

(Uk.mathworks.com, n.d.), is a method to calculate where a software takes most time. After 

that it identify which of the functions is taking most time to be executed, evaluating the 

performance and possible improvements. 

1 Operating System Window 10 

2 Processor AMD A8-7650K Radeon R7, 10 Compute Core 4C+6G 3.30 GHz 

3 Installed Memory Ram 8.00 Gb 
Table 14- computer specification that the experiments ran on 
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2. CPU performance measured while the encryption is running using AIDA64 software. AIDA 

64 is a system information, diagnostics, and auditing application. Using AIDA64 the following 

were measured:  

a) CPU Clock According to (Rouse, 2005) clock speed indicate the number of pulses per 

second created by an oscillator that sets the speed for the processor. Clock speed is 

typically measured in Megahertz (MHz) or Gigahertz (GHz). 

b) Power (Brown, n.d.), the powers utilization of a CPU is measured mainly by operating 

frequency, which is then specified by usage. 

c) Voltage (Gordon, 2014), the more the processor is pushed, the more voltage it needs to, 

because without sufficient power, the CPU cannot run fast enough. Nevertheless, more 

voltage also leads to higher temperatures, so caution is required because the CPU could 

overheat, which could lower its life or completely frying it. 

 

4.6 Experimental results and metrics using CrypTool 2 
This section provides the experimental setups of experiments ran using CrypTool 2. These 

experiments are AES/RSA hybrid, AES/RSA key, AES/RSA Alter key. The Matlab experiments 

were recreated using CrypTool 2. BB84 protocol also, were simulated using CrypTool 2 and added 

to the created encryption methods creating Quantum-AES/RSA hybrid, Quantum-AES/RSA Key 

and Quantum AES/RSA Alter Key. 

Experimental Setup 3 - AES/RSA Hybrid, AES/RSA Key, AES/RSA Alter Key, Quantum 

AES/RSA Hybrid, Quantum-AES/RSA Key and Quantum-AES/RSA Alter Key simulated 

in simulated in CrypTool 2 

The AES, AES/RSA Hybrid, AES/RSA Key and AES/RSA Alter Key were tested using CrypTool 

2 under the following conditions. AES alone was tested as a benchmark test. 

1. The experiment was simulated using CrypTool 2 software. 

2. AES and RSA were generated using components in CrypTool 2 software. 

3. The key length of RSA algorithm is 2048bit and the key length of AES algorithm is 128bit.  

4. CrypTool 2 uses log to estimate how long each calculation took. Using that feature the 

researcher was able to measure the time of each experiment. 

5. The time of each encryption and decryption process were measured separately. 

6. The researcher was able to use the features that available in CrypTool 2 to create a hybrid AES-

RSA Alter key encryption, as well as recreate the experiments that was executed in Matlab. 

7. The experiments were executed for 3 different size plain text, these sizes are 1-kilobtes, 50-

kilobyte and 100-kilobyte. 

8. BB84 quantum protocol was simulated, and quantum encryption methods is created for the 

invented hybrid encryption. 

9. Execution time for Quantum-AES/RSA hybrid, Quantum-AES/RSA Key and Quantum 

AES/RSA Alter Key is measured for encryption and decryption separately in seconds. 

10. Each of the created encryption method execution time was compared to its quantum 

counterpart, for example encryption time of AES/RSA Hybrid compared against Quantum-

AES/RSA Hybrid for 3 plaintext of sizes 1-kilobytes, 50-kilobytes and 100-kilobytes. To 

understand the impact of BB84 protocol of the encryption and decryption. 

11. All experiments run under the same circumstances to ensure the validity of the results. 

12. The computer specification in which the experiments ran on is the same as in experimental 

setup 1 point 10. 
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Experimental Setup 4 - Cryptanalysis (Brute-force attack, Known plaintext attack and 

Avalanche test) 

This last part experiments consist of the cryptanalysis work that been test for the following 

encryption AES/RSA hybrid, AES/RSA key and AES/RSA Alter key. The cryptanalysis consists 

of brute force attack, known plain text attack and avalanche test. These tests were done under the 

following conditions. AES alone was tested as a benchmark test. 

1. The tests were simulated using CrypTool 2 software. 

2. The brute force attack was simulated under the assumption that the secret key is known for the 

attacker except for one byte, then two, then three until it becomes impossible to break the 

encryption and the same thing to known plaintext attack. 

3. In brute force attack the key is retrieved based on Shannon entropy. 

4. In known plaintext attack the key is retrieved based on analyzation of plaintext. Known 

plaintext attack is ran under the condition that the attacker knows part of the plaintext. 

5. The time of brute force attack and KPA attack is estimated using CrypTool2 KeySearcher 

component. 

6. Avalanche test simulated to compare a slight change in the key, one bit of the key was changed 

and tested the flipped bit for 1-block cipher. 

7. The initial key entered in avalanche test is 00 11 22 22 44 55 00 11 22 55 66 AA 22 44 11 01 

and the modified key is 00 11 22 22 44 55 00 11 22 55 66 AA 22 44 11 00. Only 1-bit is 

changed to see how much the block cipher will change using those two keys. 

8. The avalanche test presents the number of flipped bits in each round of the encryption, which 

is 10 in this case since its 128-bit key size. 

9. The computer specification in which the experiments ran on is the same as in experimental 

setup 1 point 10. 

 

 

The next chapter will produce the result for each experiment with analysis of conclusion for each 

one  
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Figure 10- comparison between AES, RSA, AES/RSA Hybrid and AES/RSA Key execution time in 

seconds for encryption/decryption process for 3 different sizes of plaintext. 
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5.1  Experiment 1 - AES/RSA Hybrid and AES/RSA Key simulated in Matlab 
AES/RSA Hybrid and AES/RSA Key encryption algorithms simulated in Matlab and evaluated 

based on time and CPU performance. Normal AES and RSA were tested separately as a benchmark 

test to compare against AES/RSA Hybrid and AES/RSA Key. The experiments setup for method 

is on page 62 of this research. 

a) Time 

Figure 10 presents the execution time in seconds for encryption methods that were simulated using 

Matalb. The execution time represents the encryption decryption process time combined. The time 

is measured for the following methods AES, RSA, AES/RSA Hybrid and AES/RSA Key. The 

time is also, measured for 3 different size of plaintext which are 16-byte, 500-byte and 1 kb. From 

Figure 10 it is noted that the encryption method the take the longest time is AES/RSA Hybrid from 

that the researcher concluded this method is not fit for big size data encryption, this method is 

more suited in scenarios where small data size is required to be encrypted such as employee 

information encrypted and stored. From figure10 it is also noted that AES/RSA Key encryption 

kept a consistent execution time with a small increase each time, that makes it more suited for long 

text encryption and even when compared with normal AES when 1-kilobyte was encrypted/ 

decrypted the methods almost give the same time. Since this method relies on AES for encryption 

and uses RSA only to encrypt part of the key, it makes sense that it would keep up with normal 

AES encryption because it applies the same encryption/ decryption process with some changes to 

AES key.  
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Figure 11- comparison between AES, RSA, AES/RSA Hybrid and AES/RSA Key Avg CPU voltage 

for encryption/decryption process for 3 different sizes of plaintext. 

b) CPU Performance 

Figure 11, 12 and 13 represents avg CPU volt, CPU power and CPU clock need to run the 

experiments, these three metrics create the CPU performance.  These experiments, normal AES 

and RSA as a benchmark test and AES/RSA Hybrid and AES/RSA Key. The CPU performance 

measured for the duration of encryption and then immediately decryption of three different size of 

plaintext messages. These sizes are, 16-bits, 500-bits are 1-kilobyte. From figure 11 the AES/RSA 

hybrid method used higher voltage than AES/RSA key, while when comparing AES/RSA key 

with normal AES the voltage is nearly the same amount. In AES/RSA hybrid it needed more power 

to be supplied to CPU in order to finish the encryption/decryption process which is expected since 

it took more time than AES/RSA key method. Figure 12 shows the amount of processing power 

required to encryption/decryption of the plaintext. Again, AES/RSA Hybrid requires the most 

processing power among the tested methods. While AES/RSA Key seems to maintain the same 

processing power requirements throughout the 3 data size test. Finally, figure 13 shows the CPU 

clock which indicates the processing speed of each tested encryption method and again AES/RSA 

hybrid have the highest clockage among the tested encryption method while AES/RSA maintained 

the same level of performance for 3 sizes of data. In regards, of CPU performance AES/RSA 

Hybrid used more resources than AES/RSA Key. 
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Figure 12- comparison between AES, RSA, AES/RSA Hybrid and AES/RSA Key Avg CPU power for 

encryption/decryption process for 3 different sizes of plaintext. 

Figure 13- comparison between AES, RSA, AES/RSA Hybrid and AES/RSA Key Avg CPU clock for 

encryption/decryption process for 3 different sizes of plaintext. 

  

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

              

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

         

Conclusion  

Experiment 1 showed the encryption/ decryption of three different sizes of plaintext in four 

cryptography methods, namely AES, RSA, AES/RSA Hybrid and AES/RSA Key. The results 

recorded Time and CPU performance in regards of voltage, power and clock. This experiment 

showed that in terms of time and resources AES/RSA Hybrid took the most, not only that, but the 

larger the size of the plaintext the more time and CPU resources it requires. In terms of CPU 

performance AES/RSA Key usage of CPU resources stayed relatively the same for 3 different 

sizes of plaintext. However, the time of encryption/decryption did increase with bigger plaintext. 

This experiment has drawbacks such as weak implementation of the algorithms. In reality, AES 

should not take 34 second to encrypt/decrypt 1-kilobyte and it should take merely seconds. Also, 
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Figure 14- comparison between hybrid algorithms and it’s enhanced by BB84 quantum counterpart of 

execution time in seconds for encryption/decryption of 3 different sizes of data. 

the implementation of RSA suffers from issues because RSA should have taken longer to 

encrypt/decrypt data, especially, with RSA longer decryption time. That is why these methods 

have been re-created and tested in CrypTool 2, which supplies a much better implementation. 

However, this experiment did help the researcher to study, analyse and better understand the 

encryption algorithm.    
              

5.2  Experiment 2 - Quantum AES/RSA Hybrid and Quantum AES/RSA Key 

simulated in Matlab  
This experiment is a comparison between AES/RSA Hybrid and Quantum AES/RSA hybrid and 

AES/RSA Key and Quantum AES/RSA Key. The Quantum AES/RSA Hybrid and AES/RSA Key 

are applying BB84 quantum protocol before the encryption process begin for data integrity 

purposes. The experimental setup for this is on page 62 of this research. 

a) Time 

Figure 14 shows comparison of execution time in seconds between 4 encryption methods. The 

comparison is between firstly, AES/RSA Hybrid and Quantum AES/RSA Hybrid, secondly, 

AES/RSA Key and Quantum AES/RSA Key. For AES/RSA Hybrid and AES/RSA Key the time 

is measured for the encryption process followed immediately by the decryption process. For 

Quantum AES/RSA Hybrid and Quantum AES/RSA the time is measured for BB84 protocol 

followed by the encryption process followed by the decryption process. The test executed for 3 

different plaintext of sizes 16-byte, 500-byte and 1-kilobye. Figure 14 shows when comparing 

AES/RSA Hybrid and Quantum AES/RSA Hybrid in the 3 different sizes the time for the whole 

process remain roughly the identical, and it is the same case for AES/RSA Key and Quantum 

AES/RSA Key. Adding BB84 protocol to encryption methods gave the same performance in 

regards of time. 
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Figure 15- comparison between hybrid algorithms and it’s enhanced by BB84 quantum counterpart of 

CPU voltage in seconds for encryption/decryption of 3 different sizes of data. 

b) CPU Performance 

CPU performances include CPU voltage, power and clock. Figure 15, 16 and 17 shows a 

comparison of CPU performance in regards of voltage, power and clock respectively, between 

AES/RSA Hybrid and Quantum AES/RSA Hybrid, as well as AES/RSA Key and Quantum 

AES/RSA Key for 3 plaintext size data of 16-byte, 500-byte and 1-kilobyte. For AES/RSA Hybrid 

and AES/RSA Key the CPU performance measured for the encryption process followed immediate 

by the decryption process. AS form, Quantum AES/RSA Hybrid and Quantum AES/RSA Key the 

CPU performance measured for BB84 protocol followed by the encryption process followed by 

the decryption process. Figures 15, 16 and 17 shows that when adding BB84 quantum protocol to 

an encryption algorithm the results stay about the same in regards of CPU voltage, power and 

clock. In figures 15, 16 and 17 A comparison between Quantum AES/RSA Hybrid and AES/RSA 

Hybrid which can be noted that in 3 different size of data encryption/decryption the CPU 

performance stayed the same and any change between the results is small and negligible, the same 

thing when comparing Quantum AES/RSA Key and AES/RSA Key. 
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Figure 16- comparison between hybrid algorithms and it’s enhanced by BB84 quantum counterpart of 

CPU power in seconds for encryption/decryption of 3 different sizes of data. 

Figure 17- comparison between hybrid algorithms and it’s enhanced by BB84 quantum counterpart of 

CPU clock in seconds for encryption/decryption of 3 different sizes of data. 
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Conclusion 

This experiment is a comparison to study the impact of quantum protocol BB84 on encryption 

method. This experiment compared AES/RSA Hybrid and Quantum AES/RAS Hybrid, as well as 

AES/RSA Key and Quantum AES/RSA Key for 3 different data size in regards of time and CPU 

performance which include CPU voltage, power and clock. Adding BB84 did not affect 

encryption/decryption in regards of time and CPU performance. However, this experiment will be 

re-created using CrypTool 2 as well because as mentioned in the previous experiment this Matlab 

implementation suffer from drawbacks and could be considered as weak implementation of the 

encryption. However, this experiment helped the researcher to better understand BB84 protocol in 

regards of how it works, and it could be used to better normal encryption. 

 

5.3  Experiment 3 - AES, AES/RSA Hybrid, AES/RSA Key, AES/RSA Alter 

Key, Quantum AES/RSA Hybrid, Quantum-AES/RSA Key and 

Quantum-AES/RSA Alter Key simulated in CrypTool 2 
This experiment is a comparison between the three-encryption method that have been proposed in 

this research and normal AES. These methods are AES, AES/RSA Hybrid, AES/RSA Key and 

AES/RSA Alter Key. The methods have been simulated on CrypTool 2 software. Using CrypTool 

2 the experiment also simulates Quantum-AES/RSA Hybrid, Quantum-AES/RSA Key and 

Quantum-AES/RSA Alter Key. The experimental setup could be found on page 63 of this research. 

Time 

Figure 18 shows encryption time only in seconds for four methods of encryption, which are AES, 

AES/RSA Hybrid, AES/RSA Key and AES/RSA Alter Key. The encryption time is measured for 

a plaintext of 3 different sizes, which are 1-kilobyte, 50-kilobyte and 100-kilobyte. From figure 18 

it is noticeable that AES/RSA Hybrid have the highest encryption time while AES/RSA Alter Key 

have the lowest encryption time, but overall, the encryption time for all the methods used is fairly 

similar and the variation in encryption time is barely noticeable. So, in terms of encryption time 

all 4 methods AES, AES/RSA Hybrid, AES/RSA Key and AES/RSA Alter Key give a fast 

encryption time.  

Figure 19 shows decryption time in seconds for three cryptography methods used in this research 

and normal AES, methods are AES, AES/RSA Hybrid, AES/RSA Key and AES/RSA Alter Key. 

The decryption is for the same plaintext that was encrypted is figure 18, for data size 1-kilobyte, 

50-kilobyte and 100-kilobyte. The most noticeable thing in figure 19 is the decryption time for 

AES/RSA Hybrid, especially for large plaintext size such as 50kb and 100kb. The high decryption 

time in AES/RSA Hybrid is because RSA, since RSA with key size 2048-bit key takes longer time 

to decrypt data. This method of AES/RSA Hybrid perfectly demonstrate why RSA is not used to 

encrypt/decrypt big size plaintext. AES/RSA Key and AES/RSA Alter Key decryption time in 

figure 19 shows that they give relatively similar decryption time to normal AES and are not 

affected by the size of the encrypted plaintext. AES/RSA Key and AES/RSA Alter Key decrypt 

data in approximately 1 second. 
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Figure 18- comparison between AES, AES/RSA Hybrid, AES/RSA Key and AES/RSA Alter Key 

execution time in seconds for encryption process for 3 different sizes of plaintext 

 

Figure 19- comparison between AES, AES/RSA Hybrid, AES/RSA Key and AES/RSA Alter Key 

execution time in seconds for decryption process for 3 different sizes of plaintext 
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Encryption time in seconds 

No. Size 
AES/RSA 

Hybrid 

Q-AES/RSA 

Hybrid 

AES/RSA 

Key 

Q-AES/RSA 

Key 

AES/RSA 

Alter Key 

Q-AES/RSA 

Alter Key 

1 1kb 1.033 1.023 1.03 1.031 1.016 1.038 

2 50kb 1.172 1.154 1.027 1.046 1.025 1.046 

3 100kb 1.085 1.105 1.034 1.035 1.028 1.044 
Table 15- Execution time comparison between AES/RSA Hybrid, AES/RSA Key, AES/RSA Alter Key and Quantum-AES/RSA 

Hybrid, Quantum AES/RSA Key and Quantum- AES/RSA Alter Key for encryption time only in seconds for 3 different sizes of 

data. 

Decryption time in seconds 

No. Size 
AES/RSA 

Hybrid 

Q-AES/RSA 

Hybrid 

AES/RSA 

Key 

Q-AES/RSA 

Key 

AES/RSA 

Alter Key 

Q-AES/RSA 

Alter Key 

1 1kb 2.033 2.039 1.038 1.028 1.045 1.01 

2 50kb 52.534 53.62 1.004 1.038 1.017 1.006 

3 100kb 67.51 69.41 1.04 1.035 1.03 1.017 
Table 16- Execution time comparison between AES/RSA Hybrid, AES/RSA Key, AES/RSA Alter Key and Quantum-AES/RSA 

Hybrid, Quantum AES/RSA Key and Quantum- AES/RSA Alter Key for decryption time only in seconds for 3 different sizes of 

data. 

Table 15 shows the shows encryption time in seconds for Quantum-AES/RSA Hybrid, Quantum- 

AES/RSA Key and Quantum-AES/RSA Alter Key compared against AES/RSA Hybrid, 

AES/RSA Key and AES/RSA Alter Key for 3 data of size 1-kilobyte, 50-kilobytes and 100-

kilobytes. The Quantum encryption is using BB84 protocol simulated in CrypTool 2. Table 16 

shows the same information but for the decryption process. From Tables 15-16, it is noticeable, 

that when adding quantum protocol BB84 the execution time of encryption process stays similar 

when compared to the same method without BB84, for example encryption time of AES/RSA 

Hybrid is similar to Quantum-AES/RSA Hybrid encryption time. Even the decryption time stayed 

similar, and the change is small and negligible. From table 15 and table 16, it is concluded that 

adding Quantum protocol BB84 does affect algorithm performance in regards of time. 

Conclusion 

The experiment compares time of encryption and decryption separately for the three hybrid 

encryption methods proposed in this research and normal AES. Method tested are AES, AES/RSA 

Hybrid, AES/RSA Key and AES/RSA Alter Key. Plaintext of size 1-kilobyte, 50 kilobyte and 

100-kilobyte were used for testing these methods. The experiment was simulated using CrypTool 

2. Simulation using CrypTool 2 gave much more realistic encryption and decryption time than 

Matlab simulation. From the experiment results, it is concluded that AES/RSA Hybrid is not suited 

for data encryption of large size, while AES/RSA Key and AES/RSA Alter Key are better suited 

for plaintext of large size, since these methods maintained similar time to AES encryption and did 

not get effected by the increase of plaintext size. The experiment also showed the simulation of 

BB84, its combination with the used encryption methods and how that combination kept 

encryption and decryption time relatively similar. The next experiment will test the security of the 

three method of encryption using cryptanalysis simulated in CrypTool 2. 
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5.4 Experiment 4 - Cryptanalysis (Brute-force attack, Known plaintext attack 

and Avalanche test) 
All cryptanalysis work was simulated using CrypTool 2. The experimental setup is found on 

page 64 of this research. 

Brute force 

Table 17 shows the time it takes to retrieve AES secret key in the 4 types of encryption algorithm 

developed in this research; these methods are AES, AES/RSA Hybrid, AES/RSA Key, AES/RSA 

Alter Key. The experiment ran 8 scenarios, at first the AES key is leaked to the attacker except for 

1 byte, then scenario two is where the attacker is only missing 2 bytes of AES key, then scenario 

three -- 3 bytes until the simulation is unable to retrieve AES key for all 4 methods. The brute force 

attack was simulated using CrypTool 2 KeySearcher component, where it tries possible 

combinations and retrieves best 10 keys that give lowest Shannon entropy for the plaintext it was 

used on, since natural language has low Shannon entropy. From table 17 it is noticed that the 

simulation was unable to break encryption method of AES/RSA Hybrid even when AES key were 

leaked and only 1-byte was missing. Because AES/RSA Hybrid applies two encryptions, the AES 

cipher text will be encrypted using RSA which makes the final cipher text unable to be broken by 

brute force method used even with AES key leaked. However, that is not the case for AES/RSA 

Key: with this method when the attacker is only missing 1 or 2 bytes of AES key, the simulation 

was able to retrieve the key in 1 second. Even with the attacker missing 3 or 4 bytes of the key, 

the method was still under threat: with 3 bytes it took 28 seconds to break the encryption and with 

4 bytes missing it took 1 hour and 48 minutes. In other scenarios, if the attacker was missing more 

than 4 bytes, the simulation estimated the time required to break the encryption as follows. For 5 

bytes of AES key unknown to the attacker, the simulation estimated 24 days to break encryption; 

for 6 bytes missing -- 6215 days to break encryption and for 7 bytes missing -- 1414302 days. It is 

only when the attacker was missing 8 bytes of AES key that the simulation finally was unable to 

break AES key. The attacker was able to retrieve AES/RSA Key when enough parts of AES key 

are leaked because this method is dependent largely of AES, since RSA encryption does not change 

the AES cipher itself and only changes AES key after encryption process. Even though, the 

decryption process in AES/RSA Key will have a different key changed by RSA encryption, that 

decryption key will be decrypted before decrypting the message, still an attacker that is 

knowledgeable with AES could be able to revert encrypted message using the encryption key since 

the cipher text is not changed by RSA. In case of AES encryption alone, the results were similar 

or approximately similar to AES/RSA Key with attacker able to retrieve AES secret key if enough 

parts were leaked. The last thing noticeable from table 17 is in AES/RSA Alter Key method: the 

attacker was unable to retrieve AES key even with if that key leaked and only 1 byte is missing; 

that is because the key that is entered will be altered by RSA encryption to produce a new key that 

will have a direct impact on changing the cipher text. The AES/RSA Alter Key method changes 

the AES key before the encryption process happens, and the same thing in the decryption process, 

the key is changed before the decryption process by RSA to produce the same encryption key, if 

the correct key was entered. 
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 Brute-Force Attack Time to Retrieve AES Key  

No. Missing Key 

bytes 

AES AES/RSA 

Hybrid 

AES/RSA Key AES/RSA 

Alter Key 

1 1 unknown key 

bytes 

Key retrieved in 1 

second 

Did not 

retrieve the 

correct key 

Key retrieved in 

1 second 

Did not 

retrieve the 

correct key 

2 2 unknown key 

bytes 

Key retrieved in 1 

second 

Did not 

retrieve the 

correct key 

Key retrieved in 

1 second 

Did not 

retrieve the 

correct key 

3 3 unknown key 

bytes 

Key retrieved in 

20 second 

Did not 

retrieve the 

correct key 

Key retrieved in 

28 second 

Did not 

retrieve the 

correct key 

4 4 unknown key 

bytes 

Key retrieved in 2 

hour 16 minutes 

Did not 

retrieve the 

correct key 

Key retrieved in 

1 hour 48 

minutes 

Did not 

retrieve the 

correct key 

5 5 unknown key 

bytes 

Estimated time to 

retrieve the key is 

19 days 

Did not 

retrieve the 

correct key 

Estimated time to 

retrieve the key is 

24 days 

Did not 

retrieve the 

correct key 

6 6 unknown key 

bytes 

Estimated time to 

retrieve the key is 

5524 days 

Did not 

retrieve the 

correct key 

Estimated time to 

retrieve the key is 

6215 days 

Did not 

retrieve the 

correct key 

7 7 unknown key 

bytes 

Estimated time to 

retrieve the key is 

1414302 days 

Did not 

retrieve the 

correct key 

Estimated time to 

retrieve the key is 

1414302 days 

Did not 

retrieve the 

correct key 

8 8 unknown key 

bytes 

Unable to break 

the key 

Did not 

retrieve the 

correct key 

Unable to break 

the key 

Did not 

retrieve the 

correct key 
Table 17- Brute force attack against AES/RSA Hybrid, AES/RSA Key and AES/RSA Alter Key for 8 scenarios where different 

bytes of AES key is leaked and the amount of time required to retrieve AES key 
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Known Plaintext Attack (KPA) 

Table 18 shows KPA attack results in regards of the 3 proposed encryption algorithms in this 

research; these methods are AES/RSA Hybrid, AES/RAS Key and AES/RSA Alter Key. The KPA 

attack tries to retrieve the encryption key based on analysis of the plaintext, this was simulated in 

CrypTool 2, in KeySearcher component, where this time instead of retrieving key based on 

Shannon entropy, it tries to guess it based on the plaintext the researcher supplied to the 

component. The plaintext that was encrypted is sized 1-kilobyte, and in this scenario the leaked 

plaintext is 500-bytes. So, half of the plaintext is known to the attacker. The first scenario tested 

assumed that AES secret key is also known to the attacker except for one byte. The second scenario 

is where the same amount of plaintext is known to the attacker while 2-bytes of the AES key are 

missing. The subsequent scenarios assume that 3-bytes, then 4 bytes, etc., are missing, until 

becomes impossible to retrieve the key for every tested method. From table 18 it is noted that in 

AES/RSA Hybrid and AES/RSA Alter Key the attacker was not able to obtain AES key even when 

the key is leaked and only 1-byte is missing. That is because in AES/RSA Hybrid method the 

cipher text is encrypted by RSA resulting in a new cipher text, thus disturbing the attacker analysis 

of the cipher text. In AES/RSA Alter Key method, the whole key is changed by RSA once it is 

entered, even if most of the entered AES key is leaked once the encryption starts, the method will 

take the entered key and produce a new one that will change the cipher text and disrupt the attacker 

analysis of encryption. The only method left is the AES/RSA Key encryption which is more 

vulnerable to AES key leak than other tested methods; this method is heavily dependent of AES 

encryption so if the AES key is partially leaked it could lead to the breaking of encryption. As 

noted in table 18, when the attacker has half of the plaintext to analyse cipher text, with AES key 

leaked and the attacker only missing 1 or 2 bytes of the key, it only takes him a second to break 

they AES key. Even with 3 bytes missing it only took the attacker 10 seconds to obtain AES key. 

With the attacker only missing 4 bytes of the key, it started to get harder with 4 hours 

approximately to get the AES key. With more than 4 bytes missing, the simulation estimated the 

time needed to break the AES/RSA Key cipher. With 5 bytes of AES Key missing for the attacker, 

it is estimated 38 days are required; for 6 bytes it is estimated 9944 days, 7 bytes it is estimated 

2545748 days are necessary to break the encryption. Finally, with 8 bytes of the AES key unknown 

to the attacker, the simulation was unable to even estimate the time it takes to break the key. AES 

gave similar results as AES/RSA Key with attacker able to retrieve key when enough parts of it 

are leaked. 
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 Known-Plaintext Attack Time to Retrieve AES Key 

No. Missing 

Key bytes 

AES AES/RSA 

Hybrid 

AES/RSA Key AES/RSA Alter 

Key 

1 1 unknown 

key bytes 

Key retrieved in 

1 second 

Did not retrieve 

the correct key 

Key retrieved in 1 

second 

Did not retrieve 

the correct key 

2 2 unknown 

key bytes 

Key retrieved in 

1 second 

Did not retrieve 

the correct key 

Key retrieved in 1 

second 

Did not retrieve 

the correct key 

3 3 unknown 

key bytes 

Key retrieved in 

15 second 

Did not retrieve 

the correct key 

Key retrieved in 

10 second 

Did not retrieve 

the correct key 

4 4 unknown 

key bytes 

Key retrieved in 

4 hour 32 

minutes 

Did not retrieve 

the correct key 

Key retrieved in 4 

hour 38 minutes 

Did not retrieve 

the correct key 

5 5 unknown 

key bytes 

Estimated time to 

retrieve the key 

is 34 days 

Did not retrieve 

the correct key 

Estimated time to 

retrieve the key is 

38 days 

Did not retrieve 

the correct key 

6 6 unknown 

key bytes 

Estimated time to 

retrieve the key 

is 9944 days 

Did not retrieve 

the correct key 

Estimated time to 

retrieve the key is 

9944 days 

Did not retrieve 

the correct key 

7 7 unknown 

key bytes 

Estimated time to 

retrieve the key 

is 3182185 days 

Did not retrieve 

the correct key 

Estimated time to 

retrieve the key is 

2545748 days 

Did not retrieve 

the correct key 

8 8 unknown 

key bytes 

Unable to break 

the key 

Did not retrieve 

the correct key 

Unable to break 

the key 

Did not retrieve 

the correct key 

Table 18- Known plaintext attack against AES/RSA Hybrid, AES/RSA Key and AES/RSA Alter Key for 8 scenarios where 

different bytes of AES key is leaked and the amount of time required to retrieve AES key 

 

Avalanche Test  

Figure 20 shows avalanche test for three encryption methods developed in this research and normal 

AES; the methods tested are AES, AES/RSA Hybrid, AES/RSA Key and AES/RSA Alter Key. 

The figure shows percentage of flipped bits for 10 rounds of AES encryption when 1 bit of AES 

key is changed. This method is for encryption of 1 block-cipher which is 16 bytes. The noticeable 

result from figure 20 is that AES and AES/RSA Key encryption do not provide a good level of 
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randomness in round 0 and round 1 of the encryptions. However, in other stages, things start to 

change, and a good level of randomness is shown. 

The following is a summary of avalanche test: 

AES 

Initial AES key: 

00 11 22 22 44 55 00 11 22 55 66 AA 22 44 11 01  

Modified AES key: 

00 11 22 22 44 55 00 11 22 55 66 AA 22 44 11 00 

 

Final AES ciphertext derived from the initial input: 

0B 2A BA 4E 24 77 72 E7 A1 C8 FB 3D C7 F5 EE CA  

Final AES ciphertext derived from the modified input: 

65 9C EE 44 5A DA 06 79 D9 BE 43 AB 1A 0F A4 A8  

 

AES/RSA Hybrid 

Initial AES key: 

00 11 22 22 44 55 00 11 22 55 66 AA 22 44 11 01 

1-bit change in AES key resulted Modified AES key: 

00 11 22 22 44 55 00 11 22 55 66 AA 22 44 11 00 

 

Final AES ciphertext derived from the initial input: 

E5 62 31 50 95 F6 7F 75 1E 77 55 82 3E 31 65 DD  

Final AES ciphertext derived from the modified input: 

ED F4 FA E8 69 36 5A F0 1D 7F 41 74 10 2E 50 D5 

 

AES/RSA Key 

Initial AES key: 

00 11 22 22 44 55 00 11 22 55 66 AA 22 44 11 00  

1-bit change in AES key resulted Modified AES key: 
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00 11 22 22 44 55 00 11 22 55 66 AA 22 44 11 01  

 

Final AES ciphertext derived from the initial input: 

92 69 B9 CA 55 63 B6 C2 7D 8B 7A BD 01 72 AA 10  

Final AES ciphertext derived from the modified input: 

18 B4 0D 9A CF E8 7C 6F C1 39 D1 58 0A 6E D5 FD 

 

AES/RSA Alter Key 

Initial AES key: 

00 11 22 22 44 55 00 11 22 55 66 AA 22 44 11 00 

Which was altered by RSA encryption into: 

39 AA E1 80 06 A3 10 C0 69 97 88 E8 F2 3B AE 09  

 

1-bit change in AES key resulted Modified AES key: 

00 11 22 22 44 55 00 11 22 55 66 AA 22 44 11 01 

Which was altered by RSA encryption into: 

DE C8 75 36 9D D5 E0 F4 88 52 C9 12 4E 1B 0F 74 

 

Final AES ciphertext derived from the initial input: 

AC 1C 34 39 DF E9 52 9B FD 7D E0 DB B1 57 DC 54  

Final AES ciphertext derived from the modified input: 

5C 25 7D A3 6E BA C3 32 32 C7 BC D2 A0 7D 09 52 

From the summary it is concluded that each encryption method used in this research provides a 

good level of randomness. When the secret key was bit flipped, it resulted in a major change in the 

cipher text. The most notable thing is the AES/RSA Altered method which 1-bit change in the key 

resulted in changing the whole key, since the entered key is altered by RSA encryption. 
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Figure 20- Avalanche test comparison for AES/RSA Hybrid, AES/RSA Key and AES/RSA Alter Key 

that shows the percentage of flipped bits for 10-round of AES encryption process for 1-block cipher 

Table 19- Avalanche test average percentage of flipped bits in 10 rounds of AES for 1 

block cipher for 4 method AES, AES/RSA Hybrid, AES/RSA Key and AES/RSA Alter Key 

 

 

 

 

Table 19 shows avalanche test average percentage of flipped bits in 10 rounds of AES for 1 block 

cipher compared between the 4 methods, which are AES, AES/RSA Hybrid, AES/RSA Key and 

AES/RSA Alter. From table 19, it is noted that AES/RSA Alter Key gives higher randomness 

than other methods while AES/RSA Hybrid gives second best randomness. Finally, normal AES 

and AES/RSA Key give similar levels of randomness. 

No. Algorithm Average percentage of 

flipped bits in avalanche test 

1 AES 42.69% 

2 AES/RSA Hybrid 47.72% 

3 AES/RSA Key 42.91% 

4 AES/RSA Alter Key 50.01% 

 

 

5.5 Results Validation 
This section will compare the experimental results to published papers in the field as well as offer 

an analysis regarding these results. 

The first comparison will be in regards of time required for the encryption and decryption process. 

The comparison will be for the three methods developed in this research which are, AES/RSA 

Hybrid, AES/RSA Key and AES/RSA Alter Key against method AES-RSA encryption in 

(Rakshitha and Dodmane, 2017) research paper. The time measured in (Rakshitha and Dodmane, 

2017) paper is measured in milliseconds. The research converted it into second and used it for 

comparison. The researcher also used the same data size used in (Rakshitha and Dodmane, 2017) 

research. 
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Time 

Table 20 shows time in seconds for 4 encryption algorithms AES/RSA Hybrid, AES/RSA Key, 

AES/RSA Alter Key and AES-RSA encryption method by (Rakshitha and Dodmane, 2017) 

research paper for 3 different data sizes 1-kilobyte, 5-kilobyte and 10-kilobye. Table 21 shows the 

same information but for decryption process. Table 20 shows that all the encryption methods 

suggested in this research give a better result than (Rakshitha and Dodmane, 2017) paper. 

However, the author also acknowledges that each experiment will have several factors that affect 

the results such as the computer used to run and the implementation method. But overall, all 

methods measured give fairly similar encryption time and also do not seem to be affected by data 

size changes for the dataset used. Table 21 shows that (Rakshitha and Dodmane, 2017) gives lower 

decryption time than the proposed methods but as stated before each experiment has its own 

circumstance. The decryption time of (Rakshitha and Dodmane, 2017) is relatively similar to the 

decryption time of the proposed methods used, except AES/RSA Hybrid which gives high 

decryption time, which is expected. If encryption and decryption time are combined, the proposed 

methods AES/RSA Key and AES/RSA Alter Key give a slightly better execution time than 

((Rakshitha and Dodmane, 2017). 

 

Encryption Time in Seconds 

No. Size 
AES/RSA 

Hybrid 

AES/RSA 

Key 

AES/RSA 

Alter Key 

AES-RSA by (Rakshitha 

and Dodmane, 2017) 

1 1kb 1.033 1.03 1.016 2.682 

2 5kb 1.172 1.027 1.025 2.176 

3 10kb 1.085 1.034 1.028 2.093 
Table 20- Encryption time in seconds comparison between AES/RSA Hybrid, AES/RSA Key and AES/RSA Alter Key Against AES-

RSA by (Rakshitha and Dodmane, 2017) for three different data sizes. 

 

 

Decryption Time in Seconds 

No. Size 
AES/RSA 

Hybrid 

AES/RSA 

Key 

AES/RSA 

Alter Key 

AES-RSA by (Rakshitha 

and Dodmane, 2017) 

1 1kb 2.033 1.038 1.045 0.678 

2 5kb 6.062 1.034 1.013 0.613 

3 10kb 11.121 1.032 1.022 0.625 
Table 21- Decryption time in seconds comparison between AES/RSA Hybrid, AES/RSA Key and AES/RSA Alter Key Against AES-

RSA by (Rakshitha and Dodmane, 2017) for three different data sizes. 
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Avalanche Test 

Table 22 shows a comparison between methods developed in this research AES/RSA Hybrid, 

AES/RSA Key and AES/RSA Alter Key against AES by (Sanap and More, 2021) research paper. 

Table 22 shows the average percentage of flipped bits in 10 rounds of AES encryption for 1-

blockcipher. From table 22, it is noticeable that AES/RSA Alter Key provides the best percentage 

of flipped bits, which means that this encryption offers more randomness than the others. In 

comparison, methods used in this research offer better randomness than experiment done by 

(Sanap and More, 2021) except for AES/RSA Key. 

 

No. Algorithm Average percentage of flipped 

bits in avalanche test 

1 AES/RSA Hybrid 47.72% 

2 AES/RSA Key 42.91% 

3 AES/RSA Alter Key 50.01% 

4 AES-128 According to 

(Sanap and More, 2021) 46.03% 
Table 22- Avalanche test average percentage of flipped bits in 10 rounds of AES for 1 block cipher- comparison between 

AES/RSA Hybrid, AES/RSA Key and AES/RSA Alter Key against AES-128 According to (Sanap and More, 2021) 

Conclusion  

This experiment tested the three created method in this research AES/RSA Hybrid, AES/RSA Key 

and AES/RSA Alter key against several attacks, such as brute force attack and known plaintext 

attack, and did an avalanche test to measure the randomness of the three methods. Regarding 

security, AES/RSA Hybrid and AES/RSA Alter key offer better protection against brute force and 

KPA attack, however from the previous experiments AES/RSA Hybrid take longer time to decrypt 

data than other methods. In avalanche tes,t all four encryptions provided a good level of 

randomness, but the most notable thing is when changing 1-bit AES key in AES/RSA Alter key, 

the whole key changes with RSA algorithm. The conclusion is that AES/RSA Alter Key provides 

better security, good encryption/decryption time and good randomness level. It is also noted that 

AES/RSA Key method did not improve and gave similar results to normal AES in terms of 

security, randomness and time. However, AES/RSA showed most promising results with 

improvement in security, randomness and kept similar run time to normal AES. AES/RSA Hybrid 

gave good security and decent randomness but in terms of time it took the longest to decrypt data. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 
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This thesis shows how performance of traditional encryption algorithms could be enhanced by 

applying quantum protocols to key exchange process. This chapter summarises the work done in 

this thesis by going through the objectives and the findings of the research and identifying the 

original contribution to knowledge and the future work. 

6.1 Reflection on aims and objectives 
Looking at Objective 1 (Investigate the different state-of-the-art methods, including quantum 

encryption methods and of ensuring data privacy in networks) and Objective 2 (Apply a range of 

cryptographic testing scenarios to the AES and RSA algorithms using MATLAB and CrypTool 2 

in order to ascertain their complexity at different encryption levels. The delay and QoS (Quality 

of Service) implications at each level will also be examined.), the investigation of current 

encryptions methods was done by going through the literature review to identify the most common 

algorithms used in industry and, also, to find how the development of supercomputers could affect 

current encryption standards and the justification of using quantum encryption to upgrade standard 

methods. Since there are many encryption techniques the author had to limit the testing to include 

only two encryption algorithms, AES and RSA, as the most used commercially, so the testing was 

limited to these two algorithms. AES and RSA were tested separately to provide a ground result 

to compare once new hybrid algorithms were proposed. The algorithms performance tests their 

computation power and the time it took for encryption and decryption of a sample sized data. The 

simulation of the encryption was done twice, once in Matlab software and once in CrypTool 

software.  

As for Objective 3 (Design and develop AES/RSA Hybrid algorithm which combines two 

encryption algorithms as well as creating AES/RSA Key by using RSA to enhance the key exchange 

process of AES. A set of use case scenarios for this hybrid encryption technique will also be 

investigated), The author first attempt at creating hybrid encryption was to simply apply two 

encryption algorithms one after another. These algorithms were AES/RSA which created the first 

method AES/RSA Hybrid. Since there have been many attempts by previous scholars to combine 

encryption algorithms, the author had to design his own unique hybrid encryption algorithm whose 

objective was to improve performance and security. By studying different methods, the author 

came up with a method that focuses on the key exchange process and adding extra layers of 

protection by encrypting only small parts of the key of an encryption algorithm (AES) by using 

another algorithm (RSA) which had little impact on the overall, since RAS is suited for 

encryption/decryption of data of small size. Matlab provided a good testing environment with 

flexible algorithms, but CrypTool 2 was better in regards of the tools available, easy execution and 

visual programming.  There were two hybrid methods that were tested. The 1st experiment used 

AES to encrypt messages then used RSA to encrypt the cypher text of AES. The 2nd experiment 

used AES to encrypt message while applying RSA to encrypt part of AES key. Comparing the two 

results the author notes that a performance of AES/RSA Hybrid took more time and resources than 

AES/RSA Key. 

In terms of Objective 4 (Design and develop a novel AES/RSA Alter Key algorithm by using RSA 

to alter AES key and create a new unique key in the encryption process. A set of use case scenarios 

for this hybrid encryption technique will also be investigated.), the method of AES/RSA Alter Key 
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was developed using CrypTool 2. The method consists of combining two encryption methods, first 

AES which when entering AES secret key, it gets altered by RSA encryption to generate a new 

AES key. This method showed the most promise with time staying the same in regards of 

encryption/decryption even when data size increased, and in term of security the method was 

immune to KPA attack and brute force attack, as well as showing a good level of randomness. 

In terms of Objective 5 (Design and develop novel encryption key exchange steps by applying 

Quantum encryption techniques to AES and RSA encryption algorithms. A set of use case scenarios 

for these hybrid encryption techniques will also be investigated to improve performance.), the 

quantum experiment was limited due to the lack of access to a quantum computer, so the author 

had to simulate quantum protocol using a normal computer. With that in mind, the experiment was 

to improve key exchange by applying quantum protocol BB84. Even with a normal computer there 

were very promising results regarding performance. 

In terms of Objective 6(Create several cryptanalysis scenarios to test the robustness of the created 

encryption methods and the time required to break them and the advantages and weaknesses of 

each method.), using CrypTool 2, the author was able to establish several cryptanalysis tests, such 

as brute force test based on Shannon entropy, KPA attack and avalanche test. The brute force 

attack and KPA attack were run for a couple of scenarios where part of the AES key was leaked, 

and the time to retrieve the rest of the key was estimated. Avalanche test showed the randomness 

of the encryption when 1 bit of the key is changed. AES/RSA Hybrid and AES/RSA Alter the key 

were unable to be retrieved in the different tested scenarios, while AES/RSA Key provided less 

security. Also, avalanche test showcased how 1 flip change in AES key in AES/RSA Alter Key 

resulted in a new different AES key entirely.  

6.2 Contribution to knowledge 
This research developed and tested several hybrid encryption methods which are: 

• AES/RSA Hybrid. 

• AES/RSA Key. 

• AES/RSA Alter Key. 

• Quantum-AES/RSA Hybrid. 

• Quantum-AES/RSA Key. 

• Quantum-AES/RSA Alter Key. 

The research offered a number of contributions to knowledge, as follows:  

• The proposed AES/RSA Hybrid method offers more security than normal AES. The 

method produced a ciphertext that was more resistant to brute force and known plaintext 

attacks than normal AES. The encryption is still fairly secure even if AES key is partially 

leaked. It also offered a slightly better randomness level when compared to normal AES. 

However, AES/RSA Hybrid has a much higher decryption time when compared to normal 

AES. 
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•  The proposed AES/RSA Key is the weakest out of all the hybrid methods created in this 

research because it kept the performance level the same in terms of security, execution time 

and randomness. 

• The proposed AES/RSA Alter Key gave the best results out of all the created encryption 

methods. In terms of security, it showed a great promise against brute force and known 

plaintext attacks even when the AES key was partially leaked. In terms of time, it produced 

the same level of encryption/decryption time as normal AES. In term of randomness, it 

produced a higher randomness than normal AES as well as other hybrid methods tested in 

this research. AES/RSA Alter Key method has the highest average percentage of flipped 

bits because 1-bit change of AES key means producing an entirely new AES encryption 

key using RSA algorithm. 

• Finally, the proposed Quantum-AES/RSA Hybrid, Quantum-AES/RSA Key and 

Quantum-AES/RSA Alter Key methods introduced the quantum protocol BB84 to the new 

hybrid encryption methods of this research. In regards to time, the performance levels were 

kept the same when the hybrid methods were compared to their quantum algorithm 

counterpart. 

 

6.3 Conclusion 
This research examined the effects of combining two types of encryption algorithms (symmetric 

and asymmetric). This research combined two encryption algorithms, AES and RSA, in several 

ways, some of which gave better results than others. Firstly, The AES/RSA Hybrid method gave 

a good security and randomness, but it came with the cost of execution time. Secondly, the 

AES/RSA Key gave similar results to normal AES in terms of time, security and randomness. 

Finally, The AES/RSA Alter Key gave the most promising results as it offered high security, 

higher randomness than other tested method including normal AES, and kept the execution time 

similar to normal AES. The research also introduced to the developed hybrid encryption methods 

a quantum protocol and measured the impact of the quantum BB84 protocol on normal encryption 

in regards of time. The results revealed that all the proposed methods and their quantum 

counterpart gave a similar execution time. Finally, the researcher recommended using hybrid 

asymmetric encryption of symmetric encryption because, if it is done right, it could lead to getting 

the benefits and overcoming the limitations of each method. 

6.4 Future work 
The author believes that the future of computer encryption lies within the quantum method, also, 

the author acknowledges the limitation of this experiment and further testing in the future is 

required. In the future, testing on a real quantum computer is required to improve this idea. The 

encryption algorithms are always changing with time so testing and designing new methods is 

always a good idea. 

  

There is plenty of ideas that could be used to benefit this thesis, such as designing a metrics module 

to compare different kind of encryption methods and base results on different aspects. 
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